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Since the popdar Revolution of 1979, Iran has been in political and economic 
isolation, and considered a "rogue " or state. However, two major events, namely 
the199 1 Gulf War, and the election ofMohammad Khatami as Iran's President in May 1997, 
have set in motion a momentum toward relative economic and political dernocratization, 
that could provide Iran with an oppominity to re-establish itself as a member of the 
international community of mes .  

This thesis is an analysis of the patterns of change and continuity in Iranian foreign 
policy since 1968 using the1 823 Monroe Doctrine as a theoreticai fhmework. In so doing, 
it will demonstrate that Iran's past and present foreign policy objectives have followed a 
pattern best described by the three central principles of the Monroe Doctrine; anti- 
colonialism, avoiding entanglement in extra-regional wars, and maintaining regional 
stability against extemal threats by preventing the imposition of alien political systems, 
rhrough the developmsnt of political, economic and militaiy means to prom~te the national 
interest of regional powen. Moreover, it will be argued that Iran under President Khatami 
will play a pivotal role in the future stability of the Persian Gulf, and the Central Asian 
Republics of the Commonwealth of the Independent States (CIS), by pursuing regional and 
international policy objectives that would enhance its status and influence. 

The first chapter will focus on the history of the Monroe Doctrine, and its 
transfomation and evolution up to1917, when the US abandoned isolationism in favor of 
intemationalism by entering the War in Europe. It will be concluded that the Monroe 
Doctrine may no longer seem relevant to the practice of American foreign policy, however, 
its fundamental principles remain intact and continue to be used by regional powen such as 
Iran. in the second chapter, comparing similanties between Iranian foreign policy and the 
principles of the Monroe Doctrine will be accomplished through historicai examples of the 
Iranian foreign policy between 1968 to present. The Year 1968 is pivotal to Iran's rise as a 
regional power, due to British decision to withdraw frorn the Persian Gulf. It will be 
concluded that the Doctrine can serve as a lense for understanding Iranian foreign policy. 
Iran's role in the stability of the Persian Gulf and the Central Asian Republics of the CIS will 
be discussed in chapten three and four, consecutively. Both regions are considered Iran's 
backyard, and are vital for Iran's economic and strategic interests. It will be argued that Iran 
will continue to maintain an active diplornatic, economic, and military presence in these 
regions. 

The last chapter concentrates on the US perception of an Iranian Islamic- 
hdamentalist threat, and wiîi argue that this perception is a rnyth. Iran's current political, 
economic and social conditions demand the restoration of ties with the West and the US. To 
achieve these gods Iran will embark on improving its international image, and will refrain 
fkom the radicalism that had isolated it for over 20 years. Iran aspires to become 
internationally recognized as an infiuential regional actor, and possibly a 'factor for 
stability", and in that regard may retum to its regional posture under the deposed Shah. 
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Chapter 1 

The Significance of the Monroe Doctrine 
Regional Powets 

in the F d g n  Policy of 

This Chapter intmduces the concept of the Moniroe Docûine as the theontical basis 

for this thesis. The pwpose of the chapter is to explain the evolution of the Doctrine fiom 

non-intervention to periodic intervention, and to illustrate its implicit significance in the 

formation of the foreign policies of regional powen. It will be argued that the Monroe 

Doctrine is neither obsolete, nor a rdic of the past ', and its fundamental principles remain 

intact. Although since 19 17 the Doctrine has been occasionally and ritualisticaiiy invoked 

by the United States (US)', it has conthued to be implicitiy utilized as a pmctical dictum for 

developing foreign policies aimed at ensuring national security, regional stability, and 

international recognition by affluent regional powers3. A historical review of the US foreign 

policy fiom 1823 to 19 1 7 demonstrates the impact of the Doctrine on the rise of the United 

States as a regional power in that period. This historical review will atso prove that the 

Views have been expressed h m  t h e  to tirne, that the Monroe Doctrine has lost its devance and has becomc 
an"anachmnîsm"[(Doar, W d  M., The Monmc Doctrine. J t s  Modem Simi  fi- 2%d, TV, AmoM, 
US: Published By Arizona State Univmity's Centre for Latin-Amencan Studies, 1976, p. 189); and (Smith, 
Gaddis, The Last Yeats of the Monroe Docûhe 1945-1 993, New York, NY, US: Publishtd By Hill and Wang, 
1994, pp.2 1 1-23011. 

Smith, p.2 16. 

in the following chapter a cornparison betwec~l ihe fonign policy principles of Iran -bcforc and aftcr the 1979 
Revolusioa- and those identifid in the Mo- Doctrine, wiildemonstnitc the similaritics ktwclcn thc two, a d  
will put forth the argument that lran, cumntly, is in search of a Mol?rot..likc Docttiae to pursuc its ~@onai  and 
giobal objectives. 



Doctrine was not merely a statement of American fonign policy, but an ideology based on 

the universal p ~ c i p l e  of the right of "self-presewation ". in that reg& the principles of 

the Monroe Doctrine tninscend the limitations of time, space, ethnicity, nationality, and 

political systems. The analysis will conclude by recognizing that although the Doctrine may 

not be alluded to, especially at the diplornatic level, by the US , its principles remin 

etemally prudent, and will be adopted tacitly by contemporary regional powers such as Iran. 

THE H'STORY OF THE DOCTRINE: 

On 2 December 1823, President James Monroe, delivered his seventh annual 

message to the Congress, and introduced the three main p ~ c i p l e s  on which American 

foreign policy was to be based. These principles formed the pillars of what became known 

as the Monroe D o c t ~ e :  anti-colonialism, non-involvement in European wars, confionthg 

the threats to the stability of the Continents of Ametica, and the national security of the 

United States4. Tied to the later principle was the notion of cooperation with an extra- 

continental power, whose national security interest coincided with that of the continental 

powe9. In this case, the similarity of interests and an effective naval capability for the 

defence of the continents against any aggression by the Colonial-Eutopean powers, made 

Smith, pp.21-24; and Stockton, A i h i  A., The Monroe Doctrine and mer Ad- St. John, NB, Canada: 
Pubiished BY L. & A McMillan, 1898, pp.l-6; and No- Albert, The Momoe Doeirine Extend* 2" Ed, 
Norfield, Vermont, US: Pubiishcd By the Author, 1968, pp.1412. 

The outsidc powcr in this case was Great Briw whose conîems o v a  French aspirations to tilt ovcr Spanish 
colonies in Latin-Amcrica, Id to the "AngIo-American cooperution as O remet& to the continental menace " 
[(Rapaport, Armui, Edr., The Monroe hctrhq, CA, US: Publishtd By Holt, Rinchart and WlllStOn, 1964, 
pp.7û-71); and (Qucstcr, George H., Ofencc aibd Dcfcllcf in the h t d o n a l  Svstcm , New York, NY, US: 
Publishcd By John Wilcy & Sons, Inc., 1977, pp.57,95-96)J. 



Great Britain the extemal component ofthe Doctrine6. 

It is worth mentioning that the role played by the British Navy was central to the 

successful implementation of the Monroe Doctrine in the Western Hemisphere. The British 

naval cornmitment to deguard the waters of the Western Hemisphere provided the US with 

a much needed protective umbrelia to maintain regional stability and its independence. 

Recognition of tbis crucial role is important, because diance on the presence of an exta- 

regional power that shares similar interests, and is militarily committed to maintain regional 

stability through tacit cooperation with the regional power, is an essential pillar of the 

argument of this thesis. 

The Monroe Doctrine in its original form was a pan-American doctrine of peaceful 

coexistence, political independence, and non-intervention'. However, these principles wen 

gradually ûansfonned, as successive US administrations interpreted them according to the 

circumstances of their time. What facilitated various interpretations of the Doctrine was the 

inherent ambiguity of its text in defming the type of respoase the US would implement 

against unfiiendly dispositions or "injwiour" actions to the peace and safety of the 

American Continents8. m e  Doctrine perceived the imposition of foreign political systems 

within the Western Hemisphere, by physical means or otherwise, as a threat to US national 

security and the Continents' stability. Therefore, drawing upon the international nom of 
- - 

6 

Stockton, pp. t 4. 

7 

Norman, p. 10. 

8 

Any action to pmmote or to impose a forcign politicai system by adv~llccmcnt of fionticr or othmnisc is 
considered "injm011~" to Hemispheric and to US pcact and s a f i  (Stockton, p.66). 



'cright of seIf-pmtection", and in order to exercise its independent sovereignty, the US 

occasionally extended its influence beyond the limits of its temtorial jurisdiction9. 

In the fiist half of the twentieth century, the non-intervention principle was 

transformed to "right of intervention" under the Roosevelt Corollary (1904)'O. However, 

subsequent to the US involvement in World War One in 191 7, the Doetrine could no longer 

serve as the single most important element of American foreign policy. n ie  United States' 

national secwity concems were transfomed beyond its traditional isolationism, and were 

no longer limited to the boundaries of the American Continents. Although national defence 

remained central to the United States, the evolving nature and the concept of its vital 

hterests required the addition of an intemationalist pan-Arnericanisrn to the Doctrine1'. 

"Although the intemationalization or pan-Americanization of the 
principles of the Monroe Doctrine was not envisaged by James 
Monroe, John Quincy Adams, and their associates in the formulation 
of the policy, it eventually took that fom as a corollary to the Good 
Neighbor Policy, without, however, losing its character as a policy of 
national defence.I2 

Wilsonian intemationalism limited the role of the Monroe Doctrine and obliged the US to 

Petkins, D e x t e r A _ H i s t o n r e ,  bston, MA, US: PubLished By Little, Brown and 
Company, 1963, p.346. 

I l  

Ibid., pp.6,14,3 1. 

12 

Ibid., p.4. 



partake in c o ~ i c t s  outside the Western Hemisphere13 leadiag* evenhially, to Uie extension 

of the Doctrine to include military intervention, mutual security treaties, economic aid to 

underdeveloped nations, and covert operations around the world". Nevertheless, the drastic 

transformation in practice of US foreign policy neither npudiated the validity, nor 

abandoned the guidelines set by the Monroe Doctrine'? 

THE PRACTIW MPLEMEIVTATION OF THE DOCTRINE: 

Pivotal to the successful implementation of the Monroe Doctrine was the resolve to 

engage in multilateral, or unilateral action against threats to hemispheric stability. This 

required two conditions to be satisfied fmt: developing what has often been identified as 

US- backyard policy; and second acquiring the naval (military) capability to fulfill such a 

policy16. An example of such policy was the so called "large policy" of President Thedore 

Roosevelt: a policy of American assertiveness abroad 17. The attainment of the "large policy" 

- - 

13 

Kissinger, Henry, Di~lomacv, New York, NY, US: PubLished By Simon and Schuster, 1994, p.372, 

The Roosevelt Corollary of 1904, paved the way for a wide range of military, diplomatic, and economic 
cwperation sîaged by the fbture Amcrican policy makers to justitj. military , diplomatic, and covert intervention 
in other couratries, when the surity of the US was at stake. The 1954 Southeast Asia Mutual Defmce Trcaty 
(SEATO), the 1951 mutua! security tFeaties with Phitlippincs, Australia, and New Zcaland, the 1953 sccwity 
treaty with the Republic ofKom, the Truman Doctrllit of t 947; conceming Gmce a d  Turkcy, the Eisenhower 
Docerine of 1957; covering ail the Middle East, Prcsidcnt Kennedy's decision to stage the Cuban invasion at the 
Bay of Pigs in 196 1, and Mident Lyndon Johnson's decision to intervenc militady inthe Dominicari Republic 
in 1965, arc some of the examples of the Exîendcd M o m  Doctrine (Norman, pp.9-11). 
IS 

Ibid., p. 10. 

Brands, H. W., TR: The Last Romantic, New York, NY, US: Publishcd By Basic Books, 1997, p.238. 



depended on US naval p r e p d e s s ,  which nquind US Navy to establish sûonger costal 

defences, to maintain a fonivard naval presence by acquiring bases near the enemy's lines 

of commerce, and to be able to fight and win a war'! n e  United States' need to generate 

a strong aavy to defend the stability of the hemisphere and to protect its own s a f i ,  was re- 

enforced in 1895 when Britah intervened in ~enenieia'~. It was no longer prudent for the 

US to rely on the British pledge under George Canning (1822) to employ the British Navy 

"against the intrusion of the Allied Powea of Europe"20. 

What heiped the expansion of the Doctrine was the assertion by President Theodore 

Roosevelt, that the United States should defend the supremacy of the Doctrine in the 

Western Hemisphere; "peaceably if we can, forcibly if we must'"'. In order to uphold the 

principles of the Doctrine, and to achieve hemispheric supremacy, Theodore Roosevelt 

pushed for Congressional appropriations for the construction of a fmt-class na+. 

"As an American 1 should advocate keeping our Navy at a pitch that 
will enable us to interfere promptly if Germany [or other European 

18 

lbid. 

19 

iôid., p.288. 

The Aiiied Powers of Empc refers to the Alliance Pact of  18 1 5 betwcen Ausûia, Russia, Pnissia and BriEaia, 
thatlater included France. Britain, howevcr, excluûeû itselfhm this alliance in 1822, when it nfid to signon 
to the joint pronounccmcnt of the parties to the Codcmicc of Vmna; to put an end to the systtrn of 
representative govmuncnt in whatever cou~ûy it might exist in Europe ( M c L a m  Andrew C., Amcrica & 
Britai*n, London, UK: Publishcd By J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1919, pp.91-7). 



powers] ventures to touch a foot of Arnerican Soil'". ..A sense of 
respomiaility must guide Amencaa foreign policy in other areas. The 
United States must defend and strengthen the Monroe Doctrine, 
making certain and un-challengeable the Amencan position in the 
Western Hemisphere against European interlopem. To this end, 
among others, the United States must continue to build-up its navy 24. 

Roosevelt f m l y  believed that the Monroe Docûine was as strong as the US Navy: 

"In defending the continental policy of 'America for the Americans', 
the United States will have ample cause for keeping up an efficient 
navy, and to protect the seven thousand miles of coast line, includiag 
'the pa t e r  Panama Canal zone,' she will need every ship that out 
non-military people will authorize to be constnicted. It has been well 
said that the Monroe Doctrine is as strong as the navy of the United 
State~.''~~ 

Further to his intention to fihm the supremacy of the US in the Western Hemisphere, 

Theodore Roosevelt, in 1904, introduced his corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, declaring 

that US will henceforth act as the sheriff of North and South AmericaE6. 

"Chronic wrongdoing, or an impotence which results in a general 
loosening of the ties of civilized society, may in Amerka, as 
elsewhere, ultimately require intervention by some civilized nation, 
and in the Westem Hemisphere the adherence of the United States to 
the Monroe Doctrine may force the US, however reluctantly, in 
flagrant cases of such wrong doing or impotence, to the exercise of 

23 

Ibid., p.3 f 8. 

Chester, Colby N., "The Presmt Status of the Monroe Doctrine", The Annals of the Amcrican Academv of 
Politicai and Socid Science, Bsltimore, MD, US: Published By Williams a d  Willrins Company, M y  1914, Vol 
3, IV, No.143, p.26. 
26 

Ibid., m. 523-24. 



an international police p~wer."~' 

Roosevelt mentioned that the US has every intention to avoid interference in the a f f h  of 

its neighbors, but sometimes the neighboring countries inability to use their independence 

responsibly would jeopardize US interests and safety: 

"The United States has no desire to interfere in the affairs of its 
neighbors. We would interfere with hem only in the last m o r t ,  and 
the only if it became evident that their inabiiity or unwillingness to 
do justice at home and abroad had violated the tights of the Uniteâ 
States, or had invited foreign aggression to the detriment of the entire 
body of American Nation.'" 

Thetefore, the US reserved the right to act as the policeman of the Western Hemisphere. The 

US, however, declined involvement in areas of the Hemisphere that were not proximate to 

its borders, did not have direct impact on its safety or interests, or were not in need of US 

protection: 

'bWhile the assertion of the Doctrine covers both continents, the 
measures of the United States in objecting to an invasion of the 
policy might be much less emphatic in the case when it was 
attempted in countries as nmote as Argentha, Brazil, and Chile dian 
in the countnes surrounding the Carribean Sea."'9 

An Unportant element in the evolution of the US backyard policy, and expansion of 

the Monroe Doctrine, was the construction of the Panama Canal in early 1900'~~ that brought 

n 
Ibid. pp.257-58 

21 

Ibid., p.528. 

Taft, William H., The United Statcs and P-, New York, NY, US: Publishaî By Charles Scribm's Sons 
l9l4, Rcprintcd By Kraus Reprint Co., 1971, p.9. 



the countries of Central America even mon closer to the US sphere of idluencem. The 

American decision to build the Canal was twofold: to use it as a self-supporthg commercial 

enterprise; and to utiiize it for military purposes by allowing American naval vessels a short 

transit from the Pacinc to the Atlantic Ckean The pmximity of the oAen c b t i c  Central 

American and the Caribbean countries to one of Amerka's most vital artenes, posed an even 

greater b a t  to US commerce and safety. President Roosevelt made it clear that any attempt 

by any extemal power to regain territories in this region would be rendered a violation of the 

Doctrine and would lead to war: 

"The violation of the Monroe Doctrine by territorial aggrandizement 
[on the part of European powers] around the Caribbean would mean 
war, not ultimately, but immediately, and without any de la^."^^ 

Nevertheless, the US acknowledged the right of fiee shipping in the Caribbean Sea and 

through the Canal, as an imperative to international ûade that should be assured under US 

protection. Under the provisions of the 1 898 Hay-Paunce fote agreement, and the 1 903 treaty 

with Panama, the United States deciand: 

'The Canal shall be fiee and open to the vessels of commerce and of 
war of al1 nations. The Canal shaii never be blockaded, nor shali any 
right of war be exercised nor any hostility be committed within it. 
The United States, however, shall be at liberiy to maintain such 
military police along the Canal as shall be necessary to protect it 

Ibid., p.9. 

31 

Miller, Gordon, H., The Isthmian Hinbwav: A Revicw of the b b l m i s  of the Carib- New York, NY, US: 
Publishcd By Amo Press a d  Tbe Nmr York Times, 1970, p.158. 



against lawlessness and di~order.''~~ 

With this decladon, the US demonstrated adherence to the principles ofthe M e ,  as 

strong as ever, and although it was wilîing to share the use of the Canal for commercial 

purposes, and to uphoid international laws conceming the freedom of the seas, it was not 

willhg to give-up the control of the water ~ a ? ~ .  In tum, the US urged the American 

counaies to take advantage of this opportunity to help the Monroe Doctrine become a 

greater pan-American Doctrine, as rnentioned by Miller in his 1970 book 7%e Isthmim 

H i ~ h w a g  

"....the American Republics should take advantage of the openhg of 
the Panama Canal, to signalize f o d y  the beginning of a new Pan- 
American era in which the Monroe Doctrine, which represents the 
dictum of one govenunent in the family of nations, shall evolve into 
a greater Pan-American Doctrine, which shall represent the mutual 
interest and protection of all.'"' 

The US intention to evolve the Doctrine hto a pan-American Doctrine did not receive a 

wam welcome elsewhere in the hemisphere, particularly among the Central American 

nations. To these countries the Monroe Doctrine was not a cherished principle, but a 

unilateral declaration by the US 

were to arise in the region, they 

to justifi intervention in theu intemal affaUs3f If a crisis 

argued, it would be the US who would decide to put the 

33 

Chester, pp25-6. 

34 

B& p.481-2. 

3s 

lbid., p.27. 

36 

Tafk, p.29. 



matter to arbitration or resort to intervention. The suspicion of US intentions grew as it 

becarne unclear as to when its right to selfdetermination contradicted that of obiers? The 

US, however, clahed that ensuring its Face and safety wouid not result in territorial 

expansion or the assertion of its sovereignty over its ne ighbo~g  countries? The only reason 

for US intervention in these countries would be the presence of extra-continental forces, that 

would give practical control of parts of the hemisphere to an u&iendly nation. This was 

made clear in a resolution adopted into the US Senate in 19 12: 

"When any harbor or other place on the American continents is so 
situated that the occupation thereof for naval or military purposes 
rnight threaten the communications or safety of the United States, the 
governent of the United States could not see without gave concem 
the possession of such harbor or other place by any corporation or 
association which has such a relation to another government, not 
American, as to give that govemment practical power of control for 
naval or military [or national] pur pose^."^ 

THE DOCTRINE'S GRADUAL TRAlVSFORMATIOlV TO INTERNATIONALISM: 

Despite the regional scope of its origins, the Doctrine gradually moved toward 

internationalization, as the United States under Woadrow Wilson (191 7) distanced itself 

fiom isolationism. Wilson developed the Doctrine furthet by asserting and promoting its 

affinnative and the positive side*. Resident Wilson reassured othea that the United States 
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had no desin for the temtory or the resources of its neighbors, and was satisfied with its 

own temtorial size and materiai prosperity He believed the Doctrine's p ~ c i p l e  of self- 

detennination was not a barrier to cooperative internationalisrn, and its cosmopolitan nature 

would allow its adaptation by other countries4*. The importance of commerce and the rise 

of economic interdependence in the 1900s was believed to be the new deteminant of 

international relations in the world. International commerce would bring about the harmony 

of interests by sustaining national prosperity, and, therefore, reduce the possibility of 

territorial aggression worldwide. This would universalize the principles of the Doctrine, 

through international cooperation, not by regional isolation4? 

There was, however, an obstacle to intemationalizing the Doctrine. The Doctrine in 

its 1823 form did not pertain to extra-continental affairs. This dilemma was rectified once 

the US realized the necessity of taking on the responsibility bestowed upon it, by the virnie 

of having became an economic and military power with global interests. 

"The variety and extent of the interests which make our entrance into 
international politics render the United States an ally of consequence 
for any nation, and a power to be feared and courted. Our pst 
traditions, our present intentions, ... will not alter the work of 
economic force whose potency has transfonned the face of Nature 
and habits of mankind. With theh work [Europeans] we must reckon 
and realize speedily that our [traditional] unwiliingness to recognize 
and failwe to accept these changes will simply plunges us into crises 
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whose O- and cbaracter we shail not understand and therefore 
shall not be able to solve, or wiii leave us at the meicy of foreip 
nations who have seen their comprehension worth unlimiteci t h e  and 
inbite trouble. We too must understand that we may not be taken by 
surprise; we must prepare to meet the attempts of other nations to 
utilize these forces, and to mold the international fiiture in their own 
image for the promotion of their own special interests."" 

The US economy in early 1900s grew capidly due to vast supplies of naturai resources and 

increased industriai capabilities, while the rate of economic p w t h  in Europe diminished 

as a result of a disparity of tesources4? Growing interdependence led the US economy to 

integrate into world market, and increased its dependence on Europe, that was the biggest 

market for American products. Furthemore, new developments in communications and 

transportation closed the distance between the continents, and enabled the US to M e r  its 

interests by seeking new alliances and engaghg in economic interaction? The Monroe 

Doctrine, therefore, was seen as an expedient p ~ c i p l e  to M e r  the vital interests of the 

US; maintainhg its regional supmcy ,  economic prosperity, and national safety". 

The increased dependency of the Allied powen of Europe on US supplies during 

World War One (1914-19 18), dong with the changes in the elements and technology of 

warfare which nndered "Fortress Arnerica" obsolete, made US intervention in the war 

Quoted h m  Roland G. Wsher, in Usher, Roland G., Pan-Americanism, New York, NY, US: Published By The 
Century Co., 191 5, pp365-66. 
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inevitableu.When the US entend the War in 1917, it did so to defend its vieal interest in 

Europe, as embedded in the principles of the Doctrine, ". Although this violateci the 

Doctrine's clause of non-involvement in European affairs, new circumstances quired the 

US to abandon isolationism in favor of its growing global interestssO. 

The opinions on the status of the Doctrine, since the United States' adoption of 

intemationalism, has ranged from the presumption of interim retirernent to total 

termination? However. the former argument presents a more logical account of the 

condition of the Doctrine. The principles of the Doctrine have not vanished, but the verbal 

reference to it became less kquent, especially at the diplornatic leveln. In practice US 

foreign policy had evolved since 1823, and had becorne global in scope. Nonetheless, history 

witnessed the continuity of the bdamental phciples of the Monroe Doctrine. In other 

words, the enunciation of 1823 was aot obsolete, but it had left a legacy by having generated 

a new mode of thought in the developrnent and implementation of regional foreign policies. 
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The Doctrine had piesented many regional powers with a maxim, h w n  upon the 

hdamental pprinciple of%eKpreservation", which has k e n  embedded in international law, 

and the body of many international agreementss3. Though the Doctrine has not been admitted 

into the code of international law, it represents an universally adaptable code of action, and 

characterized the fiuidamental feelings, deshs, values, kliefs, interests and rights of any 

nation. 

"...The principle which underlies the Monroe Doctrine -the right of 
self defence, the pnservation of peace and safety of the nation- is 
recognized as an elementary part of international law ....[a nd] it stands 
as a cardinal policy of our govemment. The Monroe Doctrine is the 
one vital Doctrine, which in our intercourse with other nations most 
vitally controls ' o u  peace and happiness' and 'our peace and 
QBfef~~,**~ 

In this regard, the principles of the Doctrine have become an ideology, neither erasable, nor 

blurred, nor forgotten. The Monroe Doctrine is a policy that expresses the national 

sentiments, hopes and fears, and the aims of security or aggrandizement which are dominant 

in the national consciousaess of any nation with regional power aspirations. More 

concretely, the Doctrine "defines national ambitions, interests and the strongly held national 

convictions, and seeks the assurance of freedom and opposes aggressi~n"~~. A policy of this 

magnitude is a proposa1 of ''national sentiments so preponderant and long chenshed îhat 

The nght of self-prcservation and selfIdcfc11ce have becn exnbcdded in the body of'mternatioaal agrœmcnts. The 
üN Charter, and the Charter of the OlganizPcion of Amencan States arc two example of such agreements 
(Dozer, pp.219-57). 
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may be calleci opinion of the ~ount ry '~ ,  or a nationai ideology. 

Being describeci as an ideology drawn h m  un ived  rnaxims such as self- 

deterrnination and seKpreservation, the Monroe Doctrine is an "operational popolicy seeking 

popular support for die fulfilment of specific obje~tives"~'. The emotionai appeal of the 

principles of the Doctrine to geneml population of any country aliows its circumstantiai 

modification and interpretation: 

"ust as in religion men have often denved remarkably divergent 
conclusions fiom identical articles of fa*, so too in politics there 
can be drawn just such deducîions as one wishes to draw from the 
established and cherished maxhs of the past."" 

nie natural fimction of this policy, like any ideology, is to adapt to different circumstances, 

and to confiont new challenges. This is a farniliar fact of politics. Uphoiding the Monroe 

dictum of self-preservation, therefore, should be seen as an affmative policy; etemally 

relevant, equal and consistent in adhering to security, independence, and political 

The Monroe Doctrine "is not merely a shibboleth, nor a golden nile, rather a 

cornmon sense principle of preserving ones peace and prosperity, that embodies a policy of 
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selfsefence.'" Such an ideology will continue to be relevant and is integrai to the peace 

and safety of any nation. The Doctrine's ambiguous nature, and the universality of its maxim 

@rotection of ones vital interests), permits its modification into policy formulations capable 

of addressing contemporary political and rnilitary objectives of regional powers like Iran, 

irrespective of political systems. The United States could not expropriate the sole 

interpretation of the Docirine, because, like al1 ideologies, it transcends the limitations of 

tirne, space, and the boundaries of race, ethnicity, and political systems6'. As a maxim, the 

Monroe Doctrine not only applies to the US, but it can be adapted to meet the policy 

requirements of any regional power in search of a security doctrine; justifilhg immediate, 

decisive, and effective action against threats to political sovereignty, territorial integrity, and 

regional stabil ity62. 

in spite of the fact that Arnerican foreign policy is not litnited to the1 823 principk, 

the inexhaustible, axiomatic, and unregulated nature of the Doctrine, makes it a plausible 

foreign policy alternative for generations of policy makers. 

"The f h r e  holds infinite possibilities, therefore, the Monroe 
Doctrine would remain an essential policy to be applied whenever 
any exigency may aise requiring its application.'*' 
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The genius of the drafters of the Doctrine in accepting its limitations and not attempting to 

predict dl friture possibilities has given the US policy makers the ficedom nquired to 

manipulate circumstancesa. As Perkins mentions in his book: 

"To Uiink of al1 possibilities would be limiting and unwise. It is 
impossible io thirik of corollaries and phraseology, and clauses 
satisijhg to every susceptibility of the Monroe Doctrine?' 

It would not be tactfbl to expect the definitions of the past to fit the problems of fiiture: 

"a priaciple of action so varied in its application would have been 
extremely hard to describe, and such discretion [to defme the 
Doctrine] would be l i~niting'~ . 

Although the Monroe Doctrine was Arnerican foreign policy, American foreign policy 

should not be assumed as lirnited to the Monroe Doctrine. Neither should its principles be 

misunderstd as a catch-al1 policy ''. It is irnperative to recognize that the principles of the 

doctrine are best suited to regional powers and their security aspirations. 

Despite the daims that the Monroe Doctrine has become obsolete, the fundamenbls 

of its principles remah formidable today, as they did in 1823. The Monroe Doctrine =mains 

a prudent policy option, because it is legally in harmony with such international legal 

convention as the United Nations Charter, and it is not contrary to national agreements 

-- 
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binding under international law ". Afkr dl, modem conditions have not changeù the 

necessity of selfdfence, and only policy practices have ken  adjusted to accommodate the 

chaaged international security environmenf? The Monra Doctrine continues to be a viable 

national mandate. and capable ofjustifying a range of foreig policy options fkom preventive 

diplomacy to power projection in order to eliminate threats to the "peace and safety" of a 

nation70. The thnat to regionai and global stability is no longer singk and identifiable, but 

multiple and ambiguous. A world dcvastated by ethnic conflicts, mounting economic 

problems, and increasing nahual disasfers requks flexible policies for global and regional 

powers to face these challenges7'. 

It is in such an environment that the principles of the Doctrine should be echoed as 

the universal commandments for promoting peace as a goal of international community, but 

not as the end in itself. Such a universal mandates should include: respect for territorial 

integrity of al1 nations, settlement of al1 national or international disputes through 

arbitration, minimum resort to use of armed force in setîlement of disputes, acknowledgrnent 

of the duties and rights of the citizens of other States, and recogniung that ones right should 

not bear afflictions on the rights of others, avoiding the use of confiscatory and 
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discriminatory policies, ncogujzing that such policies strike at the foundation of 

international niations, the popularization and consavation of international p~c ip l e s  such 

as fiiendly assistance to promote stabüity, non-interference with the sovereignty and 

independence of other nations by territorial or ideological aggrandizement, endeavo~g to 

establish self-control among nations, and promoting cooperation for collective security 

institutions, attune with the pst-Cold War notion of security? 

In coaclusion, once again, it should be emphasized that the Moaroe Doctrine is not 

obsolete, only the verbal reference to it has tempoCanly ceased. Nonetheless, the Doctrine 

persists to be a viable policy option for botb global and regional powers, capable of creating 

congenial regional and international sec* cmperation, and serving rnultilateral 

institutions such as the UN, NATO, and the OSCE". The maxirn of the Doctrine and its 

corollaries, peace and safety, independence, happiness and prosperity, and justified 

intervention will continue to serve nations who aspire to peace and tranquility for al1 

mankind. 

The invocation of the Monroe Doctrine in modem times would be nominally and 

most likely initiated by regional powers like Iran, with tacit reliance on, or in cmperation 

with, an extra-regional power like the US to maintain regional stability in the Persian Gulf. 

The cunent security dilemma in the Gulf, resulted fiom the pst-Revolutionary distrust 

The pst-Cold Ww security is a more inclusive and comprrehe~lsl~ve notion which includes individual, M y ,  
socicty, state, international system, and h d t y  as whole. It is concemai with cnicial issues such as human 
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between the US and Iran, and parallels the experience of US-Bntani reiationship in 1823. 

The US concerns about the loss of its independence due to its weak position relative to 

Bitah is comparable to that of the pst-Revolutionary han. Nevertheless, a mit 

cooperation, or a "modtcs vivendi" betweea Iran and the US in the Petsian Gulfwouid be the 

most plausible course of action based on the principles of the Monroe Doctrine. 



Chapter 2 

The Monroe Doctrine and Iranian Foreign Poliq, 1968-Present 

This chapter explores the similarities between the pinciples of the Monroe Doctrine 

and those of the Iranian foreign policy fiom 1968. The year 1968 is pivotal in the 

development of regional events in the Persian Gulf, due to the British decision to withdraw 

fkom the region. This led to Iran's dominant-stabilizing role in the Gulf. The object of this 

cornparison is twofold: fmt, to confm that Iran's notion of national security interest based 

on fieedom, independence, and territorial integrity", is compatible to, and can be best 

understood in the context of, a Monroe like doctrine; and second, despite its transition from 

a monarchy to an Islamic state, Iran's foreign policy p ~ c i p l e s  have demonstrated 

continuity, except for a period between 1980-89. Im's regional policy changed as result of 

two significant events; the 1979 Revolution which ended Iran's dominant military role in the 

Gulf region, and the eight year War with Iraq (1980-88) that weakened Iran's economy and 

drastically reduced its military capability. Nonetheless, following the death of its spiritual 

leader Ayatollah Khomeini in 1988, and subsequent to the 199 1 Gulf War, Iran's foreign 

policy once agah began to reflect the regional and international objectives set forth by 

Pahlavi regime policies based on Iran's vital interest in maintaining peace and security in 

the region. This argument will be substantiated by contrasting the t h e  essentid pillars of 

the Monroe Doctrine, with those identifid in Irsnian foreign policy statements, and in Iran's 

Hashemi, Scycd Mahammad, Honhunhc Asasi-c JomhUn-e Eslamie Cran: Osoul va Mabani-e Koli-e Ne- 
me Fundmental Rinhts of the Ishic Remblic of Jran: Prinrrivles mdFoun&ons ofthe Ssoml, Te@ 
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pre and the pst-Revolutionary Constituti~ns'? Historical examples will be used to 

demonstrate that the rationaie behind pst-1 968 Iranian foreign policy, including the special 

relationship with the US is a p d e l  to the 1823 Britain-US relationsbip. Moreover, it will 

be suggested that the pst-revolutionary pause in Iran-US relations is comparable to 

concems expressed by Amencan policy makea with regard to the British ambitions in the 

Western Hemisphere, at the t h e  of Monroe's en~ciation'~. 

THE POST 1968 IRANIAN REGIONAL POLICE 

In January1968, the British govemment announced its plans to withdraw from the 

Persian Gulf by 197 1 ". This announcement led to concerns among the Arab-Gulf states who 

relied on the British military presence for their securityn.This announcement caused three 

potential threats to the stability of the Gulf: the disniption of the existing domestic political 

envùonment within the small Arab-Gulf states; intervention by the Soviet Union or its 
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Publishing, f 967. 
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radical allies such as Egypt; and the outbreak of regional territorial, ethnic and religious 

disputes'? The only regional instrument capable of confronthg such threats was the Central 

Treaty Organization (CENTO), composed of h, Turkey and Pakistan, that enjoyed the 

support of the United Kingdom, as well as the United States. However, Iran was the only 

rnemkr of this alliance that was directly threatened by the militant Arab nationalism 

instigated by Gama1 Abdul-Nasser of  Egypt, and the only regional country that provided a 

direct overland access to the Gulf for the Soviet Union*. Morrover, the declining British 

presence in the region, due to its government's historic decision to withdraw h m  "East of 

suez'"', and the American reluctance to support Turkey and Pakistan, due to their respective 

conflicts in Cyprus and in Kashd2 ,  coupled with disunity among its members largely 

rendered CENTO ineffective in preserving the stability of the Gulf region. 

It was against this background that Iran decided to promote itself as the new 

dominant force in the region to fil1 the power vacuum that the British withdrawal would 

createu. The 1972 American comrnitment, under President Nhon, to provide Iran with a 

carte blanche to purchase any conventional weapons it required to become the dominant 
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lanà, sea and air power in the region was the first step by the US to accept Iran's role as the 

oniy country in the region capable of maintahhg the statu quo and stability in the G u p .  

In Decemôer 1971, after the British withdrawal fiom the Gulf, Irari reasserted its 

dominance in the region by impmving its presence in the Strait of Homioz in an attempt to 

fil1 the power vacuum created by the British withdrawalas. In a diplornatic maneuver, Iran 

waived its historical daims to ~ahrain~; and oNcially recognized that country's 

independence on August 14, 1971. Nevertheless, this recognition did not prevent the take 

over of the threc strategic islands of Abu-Musa, the Gnater, and the Lesser Tonbs, near the 

S t d t  of Homioz, by Iranian forces in November of the same yed7.  Iran's decision to 

occupy these islands emphasized its vital interest in unintempted fieedom of navigation in 

the Gulf, and its self-proclaimed role of the regional protector. This role was clearly 

expressed in the Shah's 1975 remarks: 

"We will tolerate no subversion in the Persian Gulf. Our life depends 
on the fiee flow of oil and navigation in the Gulf-it is our juplar 
veig a8 

- - -  
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As an integrai part of Iran's Gulf policy, the Shah devoted military and financial resources 

to contain the growing threat of radical-Arab movements in the lower Persian Gulf states*. 

Iran's 1973 military intervention in Oman, at the request of that country's Kiag Qabus, to 

assist in defeating the lefüst rebellion in the province of ~ h u f f l ,  was a clear display of that 

poiicy. 

Iran's covert operations between 1967 to 1978 in Lebanon was alsa a part of Iran's 

regional policy to neutralize the destabilizing threat of Nasserist radical-Arab rnovements, 

and to stop the training of Iranian dissidents by the Palesthian Liberation Organization ' 

(PLO) in that co~niry~'. The covert operation in support of the Kurdish rebellion in Iraq 

(197 1-75), due to fiontier disputes over the Shan al-Arab waterway, and the mistreatment 

of the Shia minority in that country, were among other examples of Iran's regional 

activities9'. Iran's assumptioa of the leading role in protection of the so called "mini-states" 

in the Peaian Gulf, and confionthg the threat of radical (communist) movements elsewhere 

in the Middle East, was in accordance with Iran's national interest: preserving the 

boundaries of the state, maintainhg its political systnn, and defending the rights and 
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&doms of its citizens as embedded in Iran's constitutiong3. 

Iran's regional posture under the Shah had been strengthened by a number of 

agreements with the US, that had replaced Britain as the dominant extemal-power with a 

critical interest in the Gulf. The 1972 Nixon-Kissinger pledge to provide Iran with "any US 

non-nuclear weapons systems in quantities specified by Iradm was part of the American 

sûategy to make Iran the West's '%liceman of the Gulf? This strategy was in fact 

compatible with Iran's regional policy of encouraging a "hands-off' approach by extemal- 

powers in regional issues9? Iran's foreign policy under the Shah concentrated on maintaining 

a balance in its relationship with both superpowers, USSR and the US. han engaged in 

economic cooperation with Soviet Union, and assuml them that Iran would never allow US 

missiles to be deployed in Iran. On the other hand, Iran guaranteed the Americans that Iran 

would never go d o m  the Communist path? However, the 1979 Revolution halted Iran's 

dominant military role in the Gulf, marked by the withdrawal of the two Iranian brigades 

stationed in Oman since 1973~' and the start of the eight year war with Iraq (1980-88). 

These prineiples arc indicatd in Iranian Constitution of 1906, aud its 1907md 1925 Supp1ements under Articles 
3, 22, 27, 35-57, 80, and 83 [Ghan loun-c A sasi-e Motamarn-c qpP (The Conshtution of  
Suu~ZemenQ, 19671, 
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THE 1979 REVOLUTION, ANû AND ue41v-IRAQ WAB (198M8): 

Revolutionary Iran adopted a policy of "m to the WM anù no to the EaJr "? In SQ 

doing, it antagonized the Soviet Union, the US, and eventually the r a t  of the Western world. 

The pst-revolutionary fonign policy off ran was dominated by Ayatollah Khomeini's vision 

to export his brand of revolutionary Islam throughout the Muslim world, starting with the 

Gulf Arab-monarchies: 

"We will export o u  experiences to the whole world. The mult of 
this exportation will certainly result in the blooming of the buds of 
victory and independencc and in the implementation of Islamic 
teachings among enslaved nations"? 

Iran's revolutionary attitude posed a dueat to many Middle Eastern Arab co~ntr ies '~~ in 

which the Sunni minority ruled over the Shia majority (Iraq, Bahrain, Kuwait), and also in 

the Gulf monarchies whose population were increasingly becoming unhappy with their 

autocratic political systems (Saudi Arabia, Oman, UAE, Kuwait, and Jordan). This growing 

fear of intemal political unrest among the Arab States of the Middle East, particularly in the 

Petsian Gulf. was considered to be instigated by revolutionary Iran, and 1ed to Iraqi invasion 

of Iran in 1980 using the long standing border dispute over the Shatt al-Arab water way as 

a pretext. Lack of the combat preparedness of the Iranian anned forces, due to ps t -  
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revolutionary chaos, provided the opportunity for Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, to initiate 

his long b a r n  of replaciag ïran as the dominant regional force, and becoming the leader of 

the Arab world. Comparing Khomeini to the Shah, Saddam Hussein had wamed all regional 

States not to submit to Khomeini's threa~ and in so doing avoid an Iraqi reprisai: 

"Aftrr all, this Khomeini cornes and calls on the Iraqi people to go 
out on the mftops and pmtest against the government. He said the 
Shah had gom and someone else had corne. It tumed out that it was 
another Shah, but this t h e  wearing a turban. .... Iraq is once again to 
assume its leading Arab d e .  ... . Iraq is destined once again to face 
the concerted machinations of the forces of darkne~s"'~~. 

The Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988) posed a threat to the stability of the Gulf region, and the 

entire Middle East, as well the US-WestemRussian interests in the energy sources of the 

region, and fiee navigation in the Gulf? The US embarked on a policy of providing aid and 

intelligence to the Iraqi Baathist regime, an ally of the Soviet Union, by invoking a similar 

policy to that of Kissinger's doctrine of a 'factor for ~tability''~~. 

The self-imposed isolation, post-revolutionary military weakness, plitical Uistability 

and economic hardship (due to international sanctions), coupled with the combination of the 

Arab-coalition, and the US and USSR military and fuiancial support to Iraq, led Iran to 

Excerpts fiom the speech given by Saddarn Hussein, in April1980 9Moatya. pp. 1 71-2. 

Cordcsman, Anthony H., The Iran-ha War and Wcstcm Securi~ 1984 . 87. Stratep1 'c lmblications and Policy 
Obti'or~, London, U R  Sane's PublisKing Company Ltd., 1987, p.157. 
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evaluate its idealistic-revolutiotl8cy policies'". Iran's utopian notion of Islamic ideological 

hdnspanncy, bmtherhd and unity beyond borders, had fded in the fme of overwhelming 

ethnic Arab k t y .  This soberirig experience persuaded the Iranian policymakers to once 

again embrace the realpolitik that had been an iaherent feature of Iranian foreign policy 

during the Shah's reign. The security dilemma for Iran, like that of Israel, had once again 

become the histoRcal struggle for survival, and rendered Iran's territorial integrity and its 

physical security the most important notion of its foreign policy, similar to the pre- 

Revolutionary times'05. 

Faced with htemal political opposition during its war with Iraq, the regime in 

Tehran had to persuade its domestic supporters that its revolutionary p~c ip l e s  remained 

intact, while sustainhg support for the Shia political movements outside its borders. In order 

to achieve these objectives, and to maintain its territorial integrity, lran adopted a foreign 

policy that adhered to the values endorsed by Ayatollah Khomeini, while addressing its 

regional security concems. Chapter 10, Article 152, of the Constitution of the Islamic 

Republic, described Iran's foreign policy as: 

The Foreign Policy of the Islamic Republic of Iran is based on the rejection 
of al1 desires to nile, or to be mled, maintenance of the independence and the 
territorial integrity of the country, defence of the rights of al1 Muslims and 
nonalignment toward hegemonic powers, and muhial peaceful relations with 

ibid.,pp.l4,61-2; and Mottale, Moms M., han: The Political Sociolonv of thc tslamic Revolution, Lanham, 
Maryland, US: Publisheù By The University Press of America, inc., 1995,pp.46-9. 



non-belligerent goveniments~'"! 

Iran's new foreign policy stance was to assure its Muslim neighbors that it had no desire to 

export its political system to their respective countries, and at the same the to take the steps 

necessary to protect itself fiom those it perceived as belligerent . To achieve its foreign 

policy objectives, Iran developed a four-pronged strategy, sirnilar to tbat of the Shah. These 

strategies were to establish an active military presence in the Persian Gulf, form an alliance 

with regional countries with whom Iran shand analogous political goals, undertake covert 

operations in support of regional political movements with similar ideological aspirations, 

and conduct clandestine operations to neutalize political opposition to the regime abroad. 

For the niling elite in Iran, survival had replaced ideology as the raison d 'é t~ t~~ ' .  

Iran's emerging redpiitik was manifested in the reassertion of its ownership of the 

strategic islands of Abu-Musa and the Greater and the Lesser Tonbs close to the Strait of 

Honno~ '~~;  the close relationship with the Baathist regime in Syria and Lybia, to undennine 

Iraq's goal of becoming a dominant power witfiin a pan-Arab inovement'*; the ideological, 

military and fuuucial sponsorship of radical Shia movements in Lebanon, and 

accommodating and supporthg Iraqi opposition groups including the Kurds and the 

Rahncma, Ali and Nomani, Fathad, The Sccular Miracle: Rcllpagp. Po 
. . litics and Economic Policv in ï q ~ ,  

London, UK: Published By Ztd Books La., lm, pp.299302. 



shiites"'; and the pursuit and elhination of active Iranian-political opposition in Europe"'. 

In 1988, the revolutionary appeal of the Islarnic Republic, and its perceived 

destabiluiag role in the Middle East, pcirticularly in the Gulf, began to fade as a result of the 

UN sponsored peace between Iran and Iraq. The death of Iran's spiritual leader Ayatollah 

Khomeini, m e r  influenced the decline of iran's bdamentalist fervor112. At the end of 

the war Iran's ideological ambitions halted and were replaced by an urgent need for post-war 

economic recovery and reconstruction. The carnage of the warwas an unpleasant experience 

for ~ran"~,  and had reinforced its resolve to pursue a dominant regional role. To fulfil such 

a goal, however, Iran had to reintepte itself into the international community, by moditjing 

its radical approach to world politics, and by developing its socioeconomic conditions. 

During thel991Gulf War between the US led international coalition and Iraq, Iran 

demonstrated its desin for a diplornatic resolution to the conflict by reasserthg its 

opposition to foreign powers' presence in the Gulf. and condemning the Iraqi aggmsion 
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against Kuwait, while maintainhg its neutrality during the conflictll'. 

Iran moved toward a more active mle in the Gulf region and intemationaiiy in the 

1990s. The desk  to reintegrate itself into the world community stemmcd fiom the 

government's need to affinn its legitimacy. Internal socioeconomic and politicai problems 

following the eight-year war with Iraq had taken away its revolutionary enthusiasm. 

Moreover, intemal political rivalries between moderate elements and the traditionalists, had 

led to factionalism and threatened the country's stability. The discussion over Khomeini's 

succession fiirther deteriorated the situation, by shattering the ideological unity among Shia 

groups in Iran, Iraq and ~ebanon"'. Growing public discontent over the state of the national 

economy forced the interna1 factions to compromise, and present a moderate outlook by 

adopting relaxed and more pragrnatic policies'16. Focusing on intemal socioeconomic 

reform, maintainhg a peaceful regional-international posture, and a detemination to acquire 

the necessary capability for self-defencel", became the central policy of the Iranian 

Despite speculations about the possibility of a d i i t  or an indirect M a n  involvement in the war in support 
of Iraq, Iranian govemment dccided to maintain its neutcality. Iran alsb assisted the US Icd coalition by rctaining 
some 200 Iraqi aiicrafts in its custody, prcventing theu use against the coalition forces or the Kurdish and Shia 
rebellions in Northern and Southcm Iraq. Furthermore, lran assisted the intemationai community by 
accommoâating thousands of Kurdish and Shia refbgcc k i n g  the Iraqi forces at the end of the 199 1 Gulf War 
(Brcsheeth and Davis, pp.92-3). 
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gaveniment. 

Iranian policymakers had kgun to r e a h  that as in the Shah's &YS, Iran shared 

certain regional intetests with the West. The common interest between the West, paiticularly 

the US and Iran was mutual accommodation through establishing direct communication 

channeis to ameliorate possible future crises. The 1997 election of a moderate element to 

the executive banch of government, President Khatami, signaled the development of a 

pattern in the Iranian polity, characterized by fiiendly gesnins toward the US, the West and 

the East (Russia), a relaxation of revolutionary rhetoric1'', the improvement of 

socioeconomic conditions, and increased international c~operation"~. 

COMPARISONSBEmEN THE PWCIPLES OF THE MOMOE DOCTRINEANI) 

IRANIAN FOREIGN POLICE 

The foregohg review of the patterns of change and continuity in Iranian foreign 

policy from 1968 provides a background for the empiricd evaluation of the argument that 

the principles of the Monroe Doctrine have been, and are compatible with Iran's foreign 

military threats. He furth= arguai that Iran is in the p~occss ofrapprochement with most of the Gulf Arabstatcs, 
particularly with its 'arch -rival' in the ngion and in the fslamic worid; Saudi Afabia(W, ~tin://cnn.com, July 
19,1997). 
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poliey objectives. In die next segment, a brief reminder of the Moaroe principles, and dieu 

sequential cornparison with Iranian foreign policy experience in the same t h e  period, will 

M e r  support this argument. 

The three principles of the Monroe Doctrine, as mentioned in the first chapter were 

anti-colonialism, non-involvement in European wars, and confhnting extemal political and 

miiitary threats to the stability of the continents of America by takiag al1 steps necessary to 

protect and prornote the national security of the United States, including a tactical alliance 

with an outside power. These principles were aimed to secure peaceful coexistence and 

political independence by way of non-interferencel non-intervention (militarily or 

politically) in the affairs of other coutries. However, this latter maxirn changed as the 

United State's interests expanded, due to its political, economic, and military growth. 

Consequently, the US abandoned non-intervention in favor of occasional intervention, 

Uistigated by the 1904 Roosevelt Corollary, isolationism in favor of pst-Versailles Liberal- 

intemationalism under President Wilson, and non-interference in favor of subversion 

(late 1960s' covert operations in Cambodia). The emergence of the Cold War had altered the 

nature and the source of threat to US national security, and expanded the US political and 

military presences beyond the boundaries of the Western Hemisphere1*? Nevertheless, the 

diversion of the US h m  pan-Americanism to intemationalism did not change the essential 

element of the Doctime; the "n'ght of self-protection" inherent in aii nations. The Doctrine 

had simply evolved to confkont the modern political, economic, and military challenges 

Kkdgcr, Hcmy, Di~lotxuq NmYork, NY, US: Published By Simon anâ Schusîcr, 1994, pp.36-55,224,234- 
45. 



dictated by the advancernent of technology, and the new international en~imnment'~'. 

Despite contendhg opinions on its nlevance and adequacy as a blueprint for 

modern US foreign policy, and aside from daims to its distinctive 'Americm-ness', the 

Doetrine') in and of itstlf, is a pragmatic foreign policy prerogative, compatible with 

various regional-indigenous foreign policy models. The Doctrine is particularly applicable 

to the foreign policies of regional powers such as Iran, that have continuously sought to 

maintain a dominant regional posture, as a means of protecting their national security 

interests. Although the utiüzation of the Monroe Doctrine, has never k e n  adhered to 

officially by Iran, it can serve as an analytical twl  through which an understanding of the 

past and present foreign policies of Iran is possible. 

Like the United States, the modem political-history of Iran is marked by a continuous 

stniggle for sovereignty and independence. The1906 Constitutional Revolution, which 

transfomed Iran fiom absolutism to a Constitutional ~ o n a r c h y ' ~ ,  and the 1952 Oil 

Nationalkation movement, which gave Iran complete sovereignty over its nahiral 

rrs~urces'~', were two of the most important pre-1968 

independence did not cease even as the British withdrew 

events. However, the strive for 

h m  the Gulf in 1971. The1979 
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Revolution that led to the formation of an Islamicdationalist Republic, was yet the most 

pivotal event in the modem Iranian sûuggie for political independencelu. 

Even though the US had not colonized Iran, its close relationship and cwperation 

with the Shah had created a semi-colonial &ect. Wbat is significant is the implicit 

recognition by the US under President Carter, that Iran's lack of independence and 

democracy had led to the emergence of Iranian revolutionary movements and their leaders. 

Therefore, duriag the ascension of îhe revolutionary movement in 1978-79, the US 

government had politically assisted the Iranian opposition groups by criticking the Shah's 

human rights p rac t i ce~~~~.  

On the other hand, Iran had abandoned its imperialistic ambitions and had been 

satisfied with its territorial holdings since the 1838 defeat by the British, which led to the 

loss of the northem-Afghan city of Herat12'. Iran under the Pahlavi dynasty (1 925- 1979), and 

the successive Islamic regime (1 979-present) has maintained the principle of independence 

and anti-coloniaüsm, by avoiding regional-expansionist ambitions through adopting a "good- 

neighbor" policy, and adhering to the principle of non-aggmsion against the temtorial 

For a comprehcnsivt vicw of the cvcnts lcading to the 1979 Rcvolution, and the mbsequent formation of fhe 
Islamic Republic of Iran sec Stcmpel, John D. lnside the Irania Revolutipn ,Bloomington, Indiana, US: 
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integcity of its mighborda. 

With regard to the policy of non-involvement in European or extra-regional wars, it 

is essential to look at the period starting in 19 14, when Iraa adopted the policy of neutrality, 

and avoided entaaglement in extemal coaflicts that did not dveatened its territorhi integrity, 

or sovereignty. Occupation by the Allies during World War Two(l94 1- 46)': despite its 

declared neutraiity, d i z e d  Iraa's fear of king dragged into European confiicts, and falling 

victim to their expaasionist aspirations. The British and US forces hvaded Lran under the 

false pcetext of Re= Shah's sympathy for Hitler13o, and forced the King to abdicate in favor 

of his son. The Russian refusa1 to withdraw its troops fiorn Iran until late 1946, and the 

sponsoring of the short-lived Soviet-style independent Republic of Mah-Abad, in the 

nordiwestem province of AzerbaijanI3', reafEmed Iran's conviction to establish a strong 

military capable of defending its territorial integrity, and to avoid entangiement in conflicts 

that rnight undemine its security and sovereignty. 

Moreover, Iran's non-involvement in numemus Arab-Israeli wars and Indo-Pakistani 

conflicts under the Shah, and its non-direct approach to the Soviet-Mgban conflict (1979- 

89), as well as its continued neutrality in Indo-Pakistani conflict over Kashmir under the 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - 
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Islamic regime, aaest to Iran's cornmitment to the Monme principle of non-interference. 

Iran's covert operations in Lebanon, before and after the 1979 Revoiution, although not 

sanctioned by the text of the Doctrine, has beea in accordance with die graduated notion of 

national security intetest developed in the US in the 1950s. 

Conhnting extra-hemispheric or extra-regional threats to the stability of the 

Amencan continents, was a crucial element of the Monroe Doctrine. Hence, the ability to 

defend the US and the Western Hemisphere fiom Eutopean political and military 

interference was a sign of independence. For Iran, too, maintenance of the regional stability 

has been an important aspect of establishing political sovenignty and independence. Iran's 

policy of keeping the superpowers out of the Gulf r e g i ~ n ' ~ ~  has been an enduring featun of 

its regional policy, since the 1970s. Pursuit of a dominant role by Iran in the Gulf, in the 

entire Middle East, and recently in the Muslirn republics of the CIS, has been due to its 

vested interest in the stability of these regions for political and economic reasons. Iran's 

geostrategic location, its sources of energy, its access to fke waters, and the heterogeneity 

of its population are ail among the reasons for successive govemments' concems over the 

possibility of spillover and hvolvement in regional conflicts. The previously mentioned 

hvolvement in Oman, 1970s, and the ment Iranian posturing nearthe Afghan border (1998) 

due to the threat of ethnic-conflict posed by the ~aliban"', once more demonstrate the 

compatibility of its policies with those of the Monroe Doctrine, and the US backyard policy. 
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Furthemore, taking al1 steps necessary to protect and preserve the national security 

of the state, including a tactical alliance with an outside power 1 5  the US, was a featm of 

Iranian regional policy under the Pahlavies, and would be a plausible course of action for 

the Islamic Republic to be pursue. Iran, on the one hand, is foiîowing a policy of maintainhg 

an armeci force capable of defending its territorial integrity and preserving its nationai 

security, as indicated by the provisions of its Constitution. On the other hand, the presence 

of the US forces in the Gulf, although opposed by Iran for domestic political rasons, has 

provided a tacit security umbrella needed for regional stability. Embarking on sizable 

military procurement projects by the Shah and by the Islamic govemment point to the fact 

that Iran is not willing to compromise its security, and is detennined to exercise its sovereign 

right of selfdefense and self-pnservation. Iran's experiences with a number of invasions in 

the modem t h e  alone, including the most violent one in 1980 by Iraq, have adversely 

affected the national psyche of Iranians, and provide the justification for its defensive- 

military buildup. Having the territorial integrity, and the political soveteignty of the country 

undermined su many times in the pst, has made military prepandness, and the desire for 

regional dominance an integral part of Iran's national security interest, regardless of the 

political natun of the regime in power.'" 

Naturally, just as the United States, however reluctantIy, wu@t British naval support 

to protect the waters ofthe Western Hemisphere, until such time that it had fonned a sttong 

niilitary power of its own, Iran had to rely on an outside power to share the burden of 
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regional stability. Tditionaliy this role was played by Great Britah, mtil its withdrawal 

h m  the Gulf in 1968. Iran had a s s u d  the role of the regional pmtector irnmediately 

foilowirig the British withdrawal, but in or& to do îhis effectively it ne&d the assistance 

of the new superpower with whom Iran shared similar security interests, the US. Iran's drive 

to secure the Strait of Homioz, d to maintah the fice navigation in the Gulf paralleled the 

Amencan initiative to protect the freedom of navigation in the Panama Canai, as declad 

by President Roosevelt, who first assumed the d e  of the regional enforcer or the policeman 

of the ~ernisphere'? 

Although the Revolution of 1979 brought an end to the bilateral Iran-US relationship 

in the Gulf. protecting the security of this region remained a constant in the foreign policy 

of both coutries. The Revolutionary governments's alternative focus on domestic issues as 

the main source of foreign policylM, and its condemation of the Shah for assuming the role 

of the 'Gendarme ofthe Gulf, changed as a result of Iraqi attacks against Iranian navigation 

and oil installations in the Persian Gulr3'. It was the necd for Amcrican marnent that 

forced Iran to mediate the release of Western hostages held by Iranian backed Shia groups 

-- 
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in Lebanon'? The Iran-Contra affair (also known as h g a t e )  in 1986'~~~ which provided 

for the -fer of Amerkm weapons to Iran through Israeli assistance, was a clear 

indication of Iran's rem to its traditional foreign policy agenda during the reign of the 

Shah. In order to avoid the disiilusionment of a public exbausted fkom pst-revolutionary 

hardships and the war with Iraq, the Islarnic government used anti-American and anti-Israeli 

rhetoric to prove its loyalty to the revolutioniry ideals, while in practice it retumed to the 

principles laid down by David Ben-Gwion, the Shah and the United Statesia. 

Iran payed the price of its pst-revolutionary self-imposed isolation durhg the w u  

with Iraq, when it had to purchase badly needed military equipment at inflated price &om 

black markets. Also by adopting an anti-American and anti-Israel posture for regional and 

domestic political purposes, Iran disabled itself fiom receiving the direct assistance of two 

of its most nahual allies. Recognition of this mistake led Iran to risk domestic political 

discontent amongst the hard-core supporters of the regime, when it approached the US and 

Israel for annaments in late 1980s. In the end, Iran had to succurnb to the reality that it could 

not win the war against Iraq on its own, and its animosity with the US and Israel had caused 

Esposito, John L., ïhc Islamic Thrcat: Mvth or Realitv3, Ncw York, NY, US: Publishcd By Oxord University 
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it to lose the support it once enjoyed in pursuhg its regiod goals. As a result, Iran began 

to change its revolutionary posture in the 1 990s tbrough its neuûaiity during 1 99 1 Gulf War, 

and by indicating its readincss to approach the US and the West diplomaticaliy. 

Iran's neuîraîity in the 1991 Gulf War, and its dire need for Western invesûnent its 

economy, alsq foreed Iran torrduce its direct involvement h Lebanon. Despite a continuhg 

power stniggle with the hard-line factions within the goverment, ITanian moderates 

gradually and systemotically altered the course of Iranian politics towards reform. However, 

to avoid intemal chaos and clashes with the fundamentalist elernents, the government of 

President Rafsanjani searched for an alternative outlet to demonstrate to the bardliners that 

Iran still cherished its revolutionary ideals. The ethnic war in the Baîkans (mid-1990s) 

provided Iran with an oppoctunity to be involved in an international crisis, using the pretext 

of protecting the Bosnian Mu~lims'~'. In so doing, it reasserted itself as an influential 

elernent within the Islamic political arena, and as a concemed member of the international 

community. 

FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE IRAlVZ4.N FOREIGN POtlCIt 

The new Iranian foreign policy advocates the principles of dialogue and cooperation 

between Iran and the world community. Iran does not perceive itself as a thnat, and is 

determined to once again establish itself as an active member in regional and international 

organizations. The following excerpt fiom an officia1 statement of objectives made by the 

Monale, -5; and O'Bdlancc, E., Islarnic Fundamentafist Tmorism. 1979-95, New York, NY, US: 
Publishcd By New York U n i e  plws, 1997, ppI63-S. 



I d a n  Foreign Ministry, points to Iran's desire to change its so called 'rogw' image: 

"... Iran [hes] coaceptualized its foreign policy in three 
intercomected lobps. The f h t  hop includes han and its neighbon. 
Iran enjoys satisfactory relationship with Turkey, iraq, Pal<istan and 
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). We are neither a 
threat to their security, nor do we sa them as intending to adopt a 
hostile approach towards us. Our relations with ail Pcrsian Gulf 
counties also stand at the satisfactory level, while we continue to 
seek confidence-building measures. At the same the ,  the vvarying 
size ofthe coutries on the one hand, and the intementions of gnat 
powers on the other hanci, inhibits the process of confidence building 
on this loop. Some of our southern neighbors in the Persian Gulf, 
promoted by extemal powers, have mis- perceptions about us. Our 
for6ign policy objectives are clearly aimed at eliminating such mis- 
perceptions and creating conf~dence."'~~ 

Furthemore, the foreign policy off ran, geared toward economic development and protecting 

Islamic values abroad, also continues to echo the sentiments expressed by the late Shah with 

regard to threats to Iran's national security: 

"The maintenance of territorial integrity and security is clearly an 
acknowledged right and duty of every nation-state. For us, it has also 
been particularly immediate foreign policy objective, as we have 
ken  forced to fight for our territorial integrity and security with 
blood, as well as diplomatic maneuvering in very ment yem. What 
is important to be reiterated in this regard, however, is that Iran, 
unlike many of its neighbors, can easily be consideced a temtorially 
satisfied state, with its diplomatic and rnilitary efforts dkcted at 
guarding well-established bordcrs and maintainhg statu in a region 
in which territorial disputes constitute a 

In this regard Iran's pursuit of advanced weapons should be seen as a defensive measure 
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against the increasing military acquisition among the Gulf-Arab states that would render 

Iran's acquisitions paie in comparisodU. For example Saudi Arabia, one of the world's 

largest military spenders next to the US, Russia and China, spends a total of $13.2 billion 

mually on anns. The countries of the Gulf Coopelgtion Council (GCC) spend a total of 

$7.49 billion a year on mament. Iran on the other hanâ, spends $2.5 billion annually on 

amiamentd4? The growing military capability of these states, who have histoically seen 

Iran as an outsider, is a legitimate threat to Iran's security and to its goal of re-establishing 

itself as an influential regional actor, since the power in the Persian Gulf is seen f a  and 

foremost in terms of military capability: 

"In broad tenns, power in the [Persian] Gulf is detennined largely by 
military power and stability is largely the result of the local military 
balance and the ability to use military force to maintain intemal 
control [and to deter extemal aggnssion]".'" 

The hcreased arms race in the Persian Gulf can dangerously affect regional stability, 

and could lead Iran to respond with morting to military force. Iran, like the US, has a 

permanent interest in the stability of the Penian Gulf, as well as in the Muslim republics of 

the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The terrorist attacks against the US in the 
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region (the1995 bombing of the US rnilitary compound in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia) and 

elsewhere in the Third World (the1998 bombing of US anbassies in Kenya and Darussalam, 

in Afnca) particularly among Arab/Sunni countries demonstrate a powing pattern of Sumi- 

fiindamentalkt insurgency. Iran has also experienced the same type of hostility staged by 

Sunni-fùnrlamentalists in 1998, when eleven of its diplomats were killed by the Taliban in 

Noxthem ~fghanistan'". This could be indicative of a nsing threat to regional stability and 

to the interests of both Iran and the US. Therefore, tacit coopenition between Inin and the 

US due to cornmon security concem, would render finiiffil for the stability of the Penian 

Gulf and the CIS in the long run. Iran and the US, as a nsult of the above mentioned 

experiences, &are the perception of a rising Sunni-fùndamentalist threat in the Gulf, in the 

CIS, and in the Middle East, and remain cautious about the possible resurgence of an 

expansionist Russia, that is increasingly destabilized by economic and political 

mismanagement under President Yeltsin. 

Im in its quest for regional influence and international prestige will continue to 

utilize the Monroe Principles, s k  they are built around the notion of balance of power, 

hegemony, and limited alliances. Just as the US national secwity interest led to its self- 

proclaimed regional hegemony, the fbnire of regional stability in the Gulf and in the CIS, 

may well requin Iran's renewed role as the occasional enforcer of the status quo. Iran's lack 

of territorial ambition, its political continuity, its human and cconomic resources, as well 

as its relative industrial-technofogical capacity will make Iran the best candidate to be k e  

Davis, Aiithony, "Iran Drives for Diplomacy in Af&m Border Exercix" Jads Defmcc Wakfÿ London, UK: 
Publishcd By fane's Information Gioup, Septanber 30,1998, Vo1.30, No.13, p.4. 



dominant regional power, as the US aims to reduce pdually its pmence in the region. 



Chapter 3 

Iran's Role in the Securily of the Pemian Gulf 

Iran's central d e  in the security of the Pemian Gulf is one of the most controversial 

issues surroundkg the fiiture of rnilitary, political and economic cooperation in the region. 

In this chapter, it will be emphasizcd that Iran, just as pnor to the Revolution of 1979, 

continues to play a significant role in the stability of the region, and can neither be ignored, 

nor excluded fiom attempts to form lasting regional institutions aiming for perpetual peace. 

The Persian Gulfhas ken  one of the most vital ngions of the world, due to its rich deposits 

of oil, and its geostrategic location. This ngion has witnessed many upheavals throughout 

its history, and has faced political and econornic turmoil, as well as violent conflicts, in the 

latter half of the twentieth century. Not even the end of the Cold War has brought a lasting 

peace or stopped extemal intervention in the region. However, the 199 1 Gulf War between 

Iraq and the US-led international coalition did provide the Gulf states and the international 

comrnunity with a chance to promote peace and stability in the region. Although the present 

situation in the Gulf remains volatile and unpredictable, the relative stability of the post-Gulf 

War environment is unlikely to change drastically. The prevalent interest arnong the regional 

states is to improve theu dornestic sacioeconomic and political conditions. 

Secutity, exteml and intemal, will cemain high on the agenda of al1 Gulf corintries, 

and the prospect of an inclusive regional-security arrangement could lead to the 

reintroduction of the pre-1979 stabilizing factor through possible cooperation bctwcen Iran 

and the US, as the most iafluential actors. Itan is the best regional candidate for establishing 



a w o n a i  secwity f o m  that could l d  to the formation of a new security environment. 

Iran's evolving domestic and international politicaI objectives, as weli as its size, resources, 

and capabilities are among the characteristics which make it central to the Persian Gulf 

politics. Furthemore, despite Iran's revolutionary and offen antagonistic rhetoric, its foreign 

policy with respect to the Gulf reflects that of the deposed Shah and aims to resume its 

centrai role in the Persian Gulfsecurity. Achieving this objective, however, requires the n- 

establishment of fonnal or informa1 diplornatic tics with the US, and the improvement of 

Iran's relationship with the neighboring Arab States. Recent developments in its domestic 

politics, following the election of the moderate President Khatami, led to peaceful and 

cooperative regional and international overtures. This suggests that Iran's emergence as an 

influential diplornatic and military actor in the Fenian Gulf is taking place. 

IdMNRV THE GUZF: BE2WE"N TWO W N  (198M8 & 1991): 

From 1980 to 1991, two major conflicts took place in the Persian Gulf, both of which 

had significant intemationai implications. First, the Iran-hq War (1 980- 1988). caused the 

massive loss of human lives and economic resources for both countries. The war between 

Iran and Iraq posed a great danger to Gulf navigation and the fke flow of oil h m  the 

region. By targeting international shipping in the Gulf, Intn and ïraq threatened the oil- 

dependent economies of the region, as weli as the l ive l i id  of the coMtnes which 

exclusively depended on Persim Gulf 0ilIu. The Im-Iraq War also influenced political 
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stabilüy of the region in two ways. F h t ,  it facilitated Soviet expansionisrn amid regionai 

chaos, and second, it hcreased the risk ofspiliover to the neighboring co~ntries'~~. 

In orâer to contain the risk of spillover, and to stop Soviet expansionism in the region 

(initiated by the invasion of Afghanistan, 1980), the United States adapted a new policy of 

intervention under President Carter by creating the Rapid Deployment Force (R.D.F.)'? In 

the mid-1980s, the US policy of direct intervention in the Gulfhad been ceplaced by the so 

called "Reagan Initiative", which played Iran and Iraq against one another by providing 

military aid to both co~ntries'~'. Pnsident Reagan's hm-Iraq policy faüed in 1 985, when the 

so called "irangate" (weapon sales to Iran in exchange for Western hostages in Beinit, and 

using the funds to finence Nicaraguan Contras) was unc~vered'~. Despite the lack of success 

of President Reagan's Iran Policy, the United States continued a similar incoherent approach 

under the Bush Administration, that evenhially resulted in the invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi 

forces, in August of 1990'53. The invasion of Kuwait represented the inability of the US to 

predict and prevent major inter-state conflicts in the Gulf Region. 
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"As a Superpower with a global anay of interests, yet with a limited 
capacity for comprehending the socid, cultural, and political 
underpinnings of these intetesfs, let aione for aîtending to them 
simdtaneously, the United States had ofien failed to identiQ 
unfavorable regional developments before theù escalation into fÙ11y- 
fledged conflicts.. .* . '" 

h 1993, the Clinton Administration adopted the Dual Containment Policy @CP) 

designed to limit the mutual strength a d  nach of Iran and Iraq'". The DCP, too, provcd 

hadequate, and resulted in American isolation insteadiM. The United States found itself 

alone in its quest for containhg Iran and Iraq, due to the lsck of support from its allies 

(particularly Gemiany and Japan) who declined to sacrifice fmanciai profit for political 

p~ciples'57. Although the Gulf War coalition of 199 1 represented a watershed in the history 

of relations ôetween the Gulf States and the West, it lost its appeal amongst both regional 

and Ewopean allies, as a result of repeated unilateral actions by the US in the Gulf? 

Although the Islamic Revolution of 1979 isolated Iran fiom the rest of the world, the 

1991 Gulf War provided Iran with an oppomuiity to become an active participant in future 
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regional security arrangements'? Faced with domestic and intanationai pmblems, Iran 

decided to shift its revoIutiomry policies in favor of resoIving its ~ocioeconomic problems, 

as well as ending its international isolation'? Iran neecled to improve its economy and, 

therefore, aimed to reestablish its ties with the West and particularly with the US in order 

to receive assistance. According to Nikala Schahgaldim: 

"the m a n ]  govemment has faced considerable difficulty in 
resolving urgent domestic and foreign probkms. niese include 
reining in the rampant inflation, eliminating severe shortages created 
largely by the war and earlier nationalization of the private-sector 
economy, and reconstruction of the war-shamd economy. The 
urgency has k e n  highlighted, however, by the gmwing popular 
realization in Tehran, that the gap between the resources Iran 
commands and what it needs is so wide that it cannot be bridged 
without foreign a~sistance".'~' 

Iran's intemal political condition had become more unsettied after the 1991 Gulf 

War due to high inflation, unemployment, and population problems exacerbated by the 

addition of war-stricken refugees from Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, and ~zerbaijan'". In 

addition, the interna1 power strugg1e had split the Shia clergy into wo camps (moderates and 

hardliners), and had become a possible source of civil conflict'". The govemment of Iran, 
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mainly composed of moderate elements, sougbt to expand its sources of support by 

modifying its domestic and international poshuing, in orâer to ensure domestic and regional 

stability'". With m g d  to regional stability, the government of Iran undertwk efforts to 

improve its relations with the Gulf states. Iran initiateci dialogue with most Atab-Gulf 

neighbots, and emphasized that it would not seek to export its brand of governent to these 

co~ntries.'~~ 

THE SIGNIFIUNCE OF IRAN TO GULF SECURITY: 

Iran has a central role in the Gulf security, due to its size and population, its stronger 

economy (regionally), and its military capabilities. Accordhg to the former US Secretary 

of State Zbigniew Brzezinski: 

"[Iran] is a country with potentially considerable military and 
economic capabilities and an @rial tradition which occupies a 
crucial position ... in the GulE.. Iran represents a geopolitical 

ir 166 challenge of fat pa t e r  magnitude and complexity . 

Although Iran, Iike its Gulf neighbors, depends on oil exports as the main source of its 

revenue, it has a cmparatively diversified industrial base, bigger economy, and a political 
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system that is constitutionai and has continuity'". Militariiy, Iranian weapons acquisition 

is not superior compared to othcr Gulf states includimg Saudi Arabia. However, Irariian 

armed forces an nlatively weU equipped (in comparative regional tenns), well taincd and 

battle hardened and efficient. Eight years of war with Iraq, dong with a number of intemal 

codicts including eight years of clashes with the Kurdish gueriilas, putting down 

communist uprisings in Northem province of Matandanui, in Gonbad and Amol, and 

occasional clashes with separatist movements in the Southeastem province of Baluchestan 

has made the Iranian militaiy a force capable of fighting in various operations conducive to 

different terrains and conditions'". The show of force near the border with Afghanistan in 

August 1998, which included 70,000 fully equipped personnel fiom al1 branches deployed 

in a week, demonstrated the Iranian anned forces eficiency'". It should be also recognized 

that Iran has an strong navy; king the only regional country with undenvater combat 

capability lm. 

hiring the 199 1 Gulf War, Iran maintahed its cornmitment to a policy of neutrality, 
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and demonstrated its lack of intention to challenge the US, or threaten its Gulfneighbod7'. 

Furthemore, km's attempts to impmve its relationship with the West, and with the Gulf 

states, have to some extent lcssened the perception of the thnat posed by Iran. Accordhg 

to Bnezinski, Scowcrofk and Murphy, this change of perception partially resulted b r n  the 

Gulf War e x m c e  in which Iraq became the dominant threat to G~lfstability~~. Also, 

growing concems about increasing Saudi military capability amongst the Gulf States, 

including Iran, has ntised the necessity for cooperation between regional actors, and 

presented Iran with a unique oppominity to opt for collective security arrangements in the 

Persian GulS the foundations of which were to be laid durhg the 1997 Islamic Conference 

in 

Iran's significance in the Gulf security is twofold. First, Im's  geopolitical position 

in the Gulf', access to the largest coast line along the Gulf, natural resources, and economic 

and military capabilities could pose a complicated and potential challenge to regional 

stability if ignored"? Second, Iran's political system and its socio-cultural prominence 

withh the region makes it a powerful candidate for leadership in fbture regional security 
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pacts or f~nim'~?  Of course then are a number of problems concerning Iren as the leading 

force behind regional security cwperaîion, that include the possibility of the resurgence of 

a revisionist international agenda claimirig Islamic universalism, the acquisition of nuclear 

weapons, or retum to use of international-terrorism as a political t00l"~. Nevertheless, its 

relative political stability, its lack of tribal and dynastic disputes that dominate the politics 

of most Arab-Gulf states, and the official reiteration by both the hardline aad moderate 

elements denouncing terrorism (during the 1997 Islamic Conference in Tehran) and 

declaring the peaceful nature of Iran's nuclear progmd" gives Iran a chance of becoming 

a regional leader'? However, due to the mistrust and animosity with the US since 1979, 

Iran's venture to becorne once again a dominant regional figure m a i n s  distant, unkss a 

working relationship between these two most influential actoa in the Gulf is reached. 

The Peaian Gulf remains important for US interests, due to its massive deposits of 

oil and geostrategic location. Gulf stability and its defense against extemal aggression has 
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been a linchpin of Amencan regional policy'". Prior to the 1979 revohition in Iran, the 

defence of die Gulf was assigned to Iran and Saudi Arabia This had been known as the 

United States' "two-pillatn policy that was initiated under the Nixon Doctrine". This policy 

changeci in 1980, when the US assumed an active role in the defense of its interests in the 

,,onai 

In the aftennath of Iran-Iraq war, the threat of spillover and destabilization of the 

region that could be caused by friture conflicts forced the US to adopt the Dual Containment 

Policy @CP)"~. The DcP was a result of Amencan recognition of its lack of political 

leverage in the region, particularly with Iran and Iraqlu. However, the DCP lost its initial 

impact and led to US isolation, radier than that of Iran or Iraq'". The Iraqi invasion of 

Kuwait in August 1991, dong with Im's continuing trade and diplornatic relationship with 

many US allies, rendered the DCP ineffective"? 

Many have argueci that DCP was paiticularly designed to contain Iran, because of its 
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role as an influenthi regional actor, politically and militarily. Since 1979, Iran has been the 

cause of concern forJk  Amaican policy rnakers, as a potentid b a t  to US interests not 

just in the Gulf and in the Middle East, but also worldwide. These concems range fiom 

sponsoring international terrorism, its military buddup and acquisition of weapons of mass 

destruction, opposition to the US brokered Middle East peace pmess, and the promotion 

of Islamic militancy". However, recent Iranian attempts to initiate a dialogue with the US 

fofiawingthe election ofthe newpmident Mohammad Khatami, in May 1997, coupled with 

Iran's improving relations with the Gulf states following the Tehm Islamic Summit, in 

December 1997, point to Iran's willingness to take a new approach in the conduct of its 

foreign policy'". 

A number of former US oficials, Bnezinski, ScowcroA and Murphy, are of f m  

belief that the DCP is no longer a viable option and should be replaced with a policy of 

constructive and gradua1 engagement'? They argue that the new policy focus should be on 

the common interests that exist between Iran and the US, such as Gulf security, and 

concentrate less on Iran's nuclear threat by allowing its civilian nuclear program to develop 

and in so doing encourage Iran to open its nuclear facilities for inspection1a9. The US could 
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use Iranian influence and comection (diplornatic, histoncal, religious, cultural and ethnic) 

in the newly independent republics of Central Asia, and should &fore reâain h m  

opposing the construction of the proposed Central Asian gas and oil h e s  across Iran'? 

Momver, the US shauld rethhk its trade relations with Iran, by allowing commercial 

engagement in those fields that are coasidered non-threatening to US Uiterest~~~'. M e r  dl, 

US interests and commitments in the Gulf will remain the same for the foreseeable fiiture 

(defense of allies and h e  flow of oil), and it is in the best interest of Iran and the US, as 

well as other regionel actors, to be accomrnodating and to emphasize commonality of 

interests, radier than differencesl*. 

One of the most important events influencing the direction of fiiaire Iranian regional 

policy, has been the outcome of the 1991 Gulf War. The Iraqi defeat by the international 

coalition presented Iran with an oppomuiity to break out of isolation and once again be 

involved in regional issues'93. As a result, Iran enteml a transitionai period and has become 

more pragmatic in the conduct of its domestic and foreign policies'". Iran, for the 

foreseeable fume, will continue to maximize its economic, political and strategic 

advantages at home and abroad. The Islamic regime has redized that intemal economic and 



social problerns, and extemai c o ~ n t a t i o n  with the West, could bring about the demise of 

the Islamic State. niis concem was raised by the late Ayatollah Khomeini kfore his death: 

''the G d  given mandate of an Islarnic statt is the most important of 
the divine commandments and has prioriry over al1 derivative divine 
commandrnents ... even over prayer, fwting, and pilgrimage to 
Mecca". 19s 

Iran's fiiture aspirations would be focused on reestablishing ties with the West, particularly 

the US, by increasing its participation in international cornmunity, rebuilding its economy 

through limited fite trade and pnvate enterprise, and attending to domestic political refoms. 

Improving its relations with the lower Gulf suites, particularly with Saudi Arabia, pursuing 

a long-tem policy of rebuilding its military, with the intention of becoming at least equal 

in conventional strength to other major ngional powers, and developing a moderate and 

mainly peacehil nuclear program are among other fiiture aspirations of Iran1". 

Iran's fbture international behavior will largely be detemined by two factors: fmt 

the nature of its relationship with the US; and second, its intemal econornic, political, and 

social development in the years to corne. Despite its political rhetoric, Iran will not oppose 

an Arne- presence in the Gulf, unless the US adopts a policy of developing Saudi 

Arabia's offensive capabilities? The Saudi Arabia's acquisition of strike capability will not 

only threaten h, but Israel as well. This, in fact, would increasc the possibility of arms 
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race and would potentiaUy lead to escalation ofconfikt leading to preemptive strikes by Inin 

or Israel against Saudi weapons faciiitics. Iran, however, would not be a threat to the region 

or to American intcrests, and its blanket opposition to US pmence in the Gulf is wrely for 

domestic politicai purposes. The Islamic movement in Iten had gained popular support by 

opposing the Amtricm domination of regional agenda during the Revolution and the Wu 

with Iraq. It is aware of the &etoncal political value of opposing the US when in need of 

radical-Islarnic political support. Nonetheless, Iran seeks to improve its international image 

and its economy, and would realize that M e r  antagonization of the US could be 

detrimental to its domestic, regional and international economic and political aspirations. 

Iran would most likely continue its path toward moderate regional and international policy; 

so long as it would receive equal encouragement and assistance f?om the world 

corn~nunity'~~. 

Although demonized and isolated h m  the international scene in the last twenty 

years, Iran's regional goals, following the 1991 Gulf War, resemble those of the deposed 

Shah, and are aimed at maintainhg the stanis quo in the Gulf'. Iran, as the bbnatural hegemon" 

of the Gulf, would lose whenever any other state in the region gains power. Furthemore, 

unlike Iraq and Saudi Arabia who have altemate ways of exporthg their oil over land, Iran 

depends on the fke shipping in the Gulf, as its largest outkt. Thus, Iranian strategic 

participation in ngional security arrangements would coincide with the goal of some of the 

Gulf states, as weli as the United States, in prescrving the flow of the region's oii throughout 



the world'". Any attempts by the regional d o r  non-regional actors to exclude Iran from 

f h r e  security undertakings in the Gulf. would be destabilizing, and would force a tactical 

alliance bctwcen Iran and regional mti-status quo elements (such as Iraq). Ignoring lran can 
# 

be extremely detrimental to regional and outside political and econornic interests in the 

G a y  because it may lead to a retum by Iran to its militant-revolutionary ways experienced 

in the 19809. 

Unlike the lower Gulf states, including Saudi Arabia, Iran is not a net security 

consumer, and has a diverse base of support for its military procurement projects. On the 

other han& the lower Gulfstates' attempts at fonning a collective defence pact without Iran, 

such as the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), has proven futile, due to their complete 

dependency on US m s  and rnilitary presence in the region, as well as their elementary 

national military institutions and inability to conduct joint military operationsfO'. 

Iran, just as in Shah's days, remains sensitive to political and military changes in the 

Gulc because of the negative impact such changes would have on its security. Iran would, 

thetefore, be a best candidate for a leadership rolc in a regional security institution, 

considering its lack of territorial expansionism, willingness to share the bdens  of security 

cooperation, and its relatively superior military capability and political stabiliSo2. Iran 
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would insist that the central component of any cornp~chensive security arrangement in the 

Gulf should be foundcd on the principle of fkee flow of oil. For Iran, the formation of a 

s e c m  forum that would include al1 regional actors, including a politically nfomKd Iraq, 
\ 

as well as non-regionaï actors with critid interest in the region, would be essential. This 

would enhance the secunty of the militarily weak and politically vulnerable smaller oil- 

producing Gulf states. On the other hand, the long-terni presmce of extemal powers in the 

Gulf, like the US, is politicalIy deûîmental to domestic stability of the regional states due 

to the rising anti-Americdanti-Western sentiments, particularly in Saudi A.rabia203. Such 

a presence is aiso economically unfeasible for the Gulf states who have to share the fuiancial 

burden of accommodating foreign troops for their defence, as well as for the countries 

supplying the troops. Creating a balanced strategic cooperation among regional and non- 

regional actors would, thenfore, ease the political and economic cost of such an 

undertaking, by the equally distribution of the burden of protecting the Gulf security". 

THE NEED FOR REGIONAL SECURITYLMTUTIKES: 

Preserving regional political stability is a very important component of any security 

establishment in the Gulf. The growing intemal political m s t  in the Gulf; particularly in 

the Arab countries, would mdce it impossible for the regional governments and their foreign 

allies to maintain the statu quo in the fuan. The role of extemal powen in regional 
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security is becorning increasingly limited to the prevention of cross-border aggressionas~ as 

in the case of Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. nie USMrestem attempts to pnserve and protect 

the undemocratic politicai systems of the regional allies is no longer a prudent measure of 

stability, h u a  it prevents domestic political maturation and could le& to more 

opposition to foreign presence in the region. Close political association of the US and the 

West with the Guif-Arab monarchies has long ken  perceived as a crucial factor for the 

continuation of undemocratic and oppressive regimes, and is the leading cause for anti- 

Western sentiments arnongst the population of these states. The domestic political stability 

in the region should be monitored by regional organizations with shilar concems, and is 

dependent upon the willingness of the regional govemments to move towards political 

maturity, responsible govemment and liberalization. Change is indeed necessary and if not 

dealt with immediately (at the regional domestic level) will result in massive convulsion, 

especially in the lower ~ u l f  monarchies? 

Traditionally, Gulf politics has ken  dominated by conflicting national aspirations, 

ethnic cleavages, religious militancy, and economic and territorial gmd. It is, therefore, 

impossible to achieve any viable security establishment, unless a mechanism for the 

monciliation of regional dserences is in place. Such a mechanism, however, is only 

attainable through the utilization of al1 regionai playen (especially Iran) with indigenous 

regional interests that are tuned to specific regional circumstances and environment. 

- - - - - - -- - 
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' n ie  [regional] state's parochial outiook and localized interests make 
it bettet tuned to the b a t s  and opportunities in its immediate 
environment than die... [outside power] whose ... range of interests 
pnclude 'ipso facto' full and lasting coacenûation on specific 
regional problems. To local actors, ngional developments are an 
absolute; to the ...[O utside actor] they are one of many problems 
cornpethg for attention and resour~es"?~~ 

Localized participation in ngional security is a pre-requisite to any successful multilateral 

secmity establishment in the Gulf. The historical experience of the region has demonstrated 

that outside actors do not engage in long-term commitment to regional security, and are 

politically and culturally ill-equipped in responding to the long-lasting political and 

temtorial quamls in the ngion. Just as the British cornmitment to the region ended by 1971, 

due to domestic political opposition over the fmancial cost of military commitment to the 

Gulf, the US presence could too be reduced, if not ceased, as a result of similar concems. 

The popular reluctance to endanger American lives for the defence of such systems, as seen 

in the case of Somalia, is another reason that could evenhüilly reduce US commitment to the 

security of the region. 

"The forcefil eviction of Iraq fiom Kuwait may prove to be the 
exception rather than the rule in the 'New World Order'; the unique 
historical juncture that made Operation Desert Storm possible is 
unlikely to ncur in the foreseeable future, as akeady evidenced by 
the muddied Western response to a string of local conflicts and wars, 

tr 2Ol fiom Yugoslavia to Somalia to Chechnya . 

Above al1 else, the regional actors have realized the diminishing utility of applying military 
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solutions to political problems. Although most regional actois have engaged in a process of 

military buildup (due to continued indigenous political dynarnics), they have demonstrated 

a readiness for cultivating the benefits of the post-Cold War regional environment. The 

nascent Middle East Peace Rocess is an evidence of the wiliingness to change. 

"...the rradiness that was rnisshg [fkom the regional political scene] 
seems to exist [on ail sides], at lest in the d a m  bodies politic, 
the [outside] Powers can add a valuable input to this historic 
indigenous pmcess. They wiil not be the factor to make or break die 
deal (process of change]; but they can help cultivating the process 
through a string of mediatory and supportive d e s ,  h m  the 
nanowing of political and perceptual gaps, to economic aici, to 
construction of codidence-building measures and international 
structures to underpin the various [regional] peace [and cooperation] 
treaties"? 

THE REGIONAL OPTIONS FOR IRAN AND THE GULF STATES,. 

Iran is a hopefùl candidate for initiating, or taking part in a collective regional 

security establishment, due to previously mentioned reasons. Inclusion of Iran in any such 

undertaking is necessary, because its progress toward a more moderate posture at ngional 

and inter-national levels has diminished the threat it once posed to Gulf security. Iran's 

livelihood depends on the stability of the region, and it realizes that its military is no match 

for US conventional forces in the region. Iran would not challenge the US military presence 

ia the Gulf for two reasons: fmt, hahg witnessed the Irapi defeat in 199 1, and second, due 



to recent inchations demonstntted by Rcsident Khatami to regain American trust"*. 

lhra types of conflicts are likely to k a t e n  the stability of the Gulf: intemal, 

taditional (tribal and dynastic tivalries), and regional (interstate, territorial) ~onflicts~'~. 

However, the range of policy options to deal with these threats are no longer lirnited to 

"Conservativey' (Iran's regional policy under the Shah) or bbRevolutionary" (Im under the 

Islamic government) national p~licies~'~. For example, the abandonment of post- 

revolutionaiy Islamic radkalism. due to dbninishing domestic appeal resulting fiom 

socioeconomic hardships, and the failure to gather support elsewhere in the Islamic ~ o r l d ~ ' ~ ,  

has nsulted in Iran's adoption of the pre-revolutionary regional posture by attempting to 

engage in confidence-building through regional cooperation. An official statement Rom 

Iran's Foreign Ministry, in March 1998, ernphasized the desire to improve and broaden 

relations with the Gulf-Arab states, and the need for strengthening common grounds and 

fonning institutions for "cooperation and exchange of mutual ~iews"~". This statement was 

welcomed by the GCC Council of Foreign Ministers who responded: 
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"mese üends] nflect a new vision for relations wità the GCC states 
which is bound to build the bridges of mutual trust and establish 
them on solid foundations to bring about ml, positive results 
between the to si de^".^'^ 

Iran has entered a transitional phase followiag the death of its spirihial leader 

Ayatollah Khomeini, that has k e n  mariced by increased politicai and economic diniculties. 

Nevertheless, Iran is detennined to reestablish itself as a legitimate member of the 

international community, despite occasional, albeit superficial, yielding revolutionary 

sentiments. Iran's previous President, Hashemi Rafsanjani, asserteà that Iran would not 

adopt offensive military posture, and niterated that Iran would continue to buildup its 

strategically-defensive resources to achieve the pre-Iran-Iraq War defensive capability : 

"We spent al1 of our strategically-defensive resources in the (1980- 
1988) war (with Iraq). Now we have to reach a sure position. If, God 
forbid, there is another event (war),we should be ready"?6 

Furthemore, Iran would hesitate to engage in political actions that would jeopardize its 

newly acquired opportunity to attain economic prosperity and international recognition. As 

noted earlier, the fear of Tehtan's anns acquisition prognuas has been exaggerated by the 

West and some of the Gulf states, despite Iran's official declaration that its pmuit of 

advanced military capabilities are for de fensive purpases* 17. Iran's growing arsenal should 

not be seen as a k a t  to the stability of the region, since Iran is in favor of a balanced 
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gradua1 growth of regional military forces for defensive pruposes. Moreover, dK US 

cornmitment to defend the Gulf monarchies, and its military presence in the region would 

serve as a detemnt against Iran, Iraq or other would be aggressors"'. 

Iran, would, most plausibly, continw to support the formation of a Gulfsecunty 

arrangement which would include the GCC States, as weU as a non-Gulf component as an 

This external component could be the United States, or another Middle Eastern 

country widi ties to the region such as Egypt or ~yria~~' .  However, the most difficult task for 

Iran will be to stnke a balanced role with Saudi Arabia, the other contestant in the Gulf 

security arena. The latter's support of the Sunni fundamentalist movements around the world 

is a growing threat to Iran. Saudi sponsorship of the Taliban is not well received in T e h ,  

particularly afker the events of August 1998, that led to Iranian military deployment at the 

Iran-Afghanistan borde?'. Moreover, inconclusive air and missile attacks on the Sun& 

bdamentalist groups inside Afghanistan, as a reprisal for the bombing of US embassies in 

Afiica in 1998, increased US dissatisfaction with the Saudi's inability to control the actions 

camied out by the radical Sunni groups it is fuuucing. Amencan fiutration with the Saudis, 

coupled with the Iranian show of diplomacy backed by military force in dealing with the 
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Taliban, demonstrateci to the US that Iraa has the resolve, the diplomatic maturi&, and the 

military capability to once again become an essential figure in the stability of the Gulf and 

related ngion of southwest ~ s i a ?  

Aside h m  major ideological differences between Iran and many of the Gulf states, 

two integrai elements necessitate the recognition of Iran's crucial role in the region. First, 

in the face of growing domestic discontent against foreip intervention, the US must 

gradually reduce its presence in the region. This could lead to a power vacuum in the region. 

In that case Iran would be an alternative regional force to replace the US. Any security 

arrangement would benefit fkom Iran's leadership due to its integtated diplomatic, military, 

and economic attempts since 1992, to engage the southem Gulf monarchies for confidence 

building and cooperationm. In the event of a US withdrawal from the Gulf, the smallest 

Arab monarchies may corne under the threat of an overland invasion by the Saudis, aiming 

to gain additional territorial access to southem ports of the Gulf, and thus prevent Iran's 

naval dominance in the region. 

Also, an American withdrawal fiom the Gulf, would most conceivably lead to 

disintegration of the political systems of the Gulf monarchies, incfuding Saudi Arabia, due 

to growing political dissatisfaction arnong dieu populations that has been resulted fiom 

worsening socioeconomic conditions. Calls for the ovedmw of dynastic monarchies in the 

Davis, Anthony, "Iran MVCS for Diplomacy in Af- Border Exc~ct*sc~&ne's Dtfcncc Weckl& Scptemkr 
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Gulf started d e r  the 1979 Iranian ~ e v o l u t i o n ~ ~ ,  and heightened by the 199 1 Gulf w~ZU. 

rnay well be characterizcd in the fom of Sd-fiindamentalisrn and a reswgence of radical 

pan-Arab nationdism. The addition of the Taliban-Sunni b a t  h m  Afghanistan and 

Pakistan to the latter scenario would be a potential threat to the existence of Peaian-Shia 

Iran, and to that of other non-arab States in the Middle East, Iike Turkey and Israel. 

Second, notwithstanding the continuhg American interest in the energy sources of 

the Gulf, the US govemment has to realize that its global superiority can not last forever, and 

its increasing global interests can not match its financial, and human resources. As hintd 

by Paul Kennedy in 1987: 

'?he United States now w s  the risk. so farniliar to historians of the 
rise and fa11 of previous Great powers, of what might roughly be 
called "imperial overstretch": that is to Say, decision-makers in 
Washington must face the awkward and endurhg fact that the sum 
total of the United States' global interests and obligations is 
nowadays far larger dian the country's power to defend them al1 
simultane~usly".~~ 

Added to this equation is the plausibility of a US failure in encouraging the democratization 

of Russia, which could lead to the revival of the Russian expansionism southward to the 

Gulf Having the advantage of overland connection to the Middle East, Russian conventional 
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forces c m  overwheh the Arnerican troops in the region end tbteaten more than 50% of the 

worlds oil supply. It is highly inconceivable that the US would extend its nuclear umbrella 

to its allies in the Middle East and the Peaian Gulf, and risk the lives of its citizens in a 

nuclear exchange with Russia. 

It is under such circumstances that the US should nconsider its policy in the region 

by reestablishing diplomatic ties with Iran. By applying the Clinton Administration's policy 

of 'engagement' toward Iran, the US will strengthen the ability of the only regional country 

that can use its ideological, diplomatic, and military might to stop a Russian advance on the 

Persian Gulf, using the Muslim Republics of Central Asia as a buffep. Washington policy 

maken should recognize that Iran has witmssed the reach and the power of US military 

forces in the Gulf and around the world, and has no incentive in supporthg or mounting 

rnilitary actions, regionally or globally, against America. Iran would con the  on course to 

reintegrate itself into the world community, if given the right economic and diplomatic 

incentives. The slow and implicit process of mutual accommodation between Iran and the 

United States may soon tum into official economic and diplomatic cooperation, proving, 

once again, that commercial intetests could overcome long-lasting ideological differences. 

The re-establishment of commercial and diplomatic ties between Vietnam and the US after 

twenty years is a case in point. 

-- - 
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Iran's Role in the Central Asian Republics of the Commonwealth of 

Independent States (CIS) 

This chapter focuses on Iran's role in the Central Asian Republics of îhe 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). It will be argued diat achieving political and 

commercial influence in Muslim Central Asia has been an ambition of Iranian foreign 

policy, since the collapse of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in the early 

1990s. The chapter will conclude that Im's interest in Central Asia stems fiom its desire 

to be recognized as an infîuential regional actor with sacient diplomatic and commercial 

capacity to affect the political and economic future of the ngion. Iran, however, is not a 

regional military counterweight to Russia, and would likely refrain h m  actions that would 

alienate or undemine the rnilitary dominance of its foremost supplier of amis and military 

technology. 

Iran's diplomatic efforts have shown its determination to support regional stability 

as a means to promote economic prospenty and commerce with Central Asia. Iran's 

aspiration in Central Asia are to prevent the imposition of foreign political systems in the 

region either through the use of fotce or by other means. Iran would take the imposition of 

foceign political systems in the region as uaniendly act and "injurious" to its national 

security interests. Iran's position relative to the political independence and sovmignty of 

the newly independent npublics of Cenîral Asia is paralkl to die fj.rst and the third 

principles of the Doctrine, that forbade the interference of foreign powers in the intcmal 
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affairs, and opposed the recolonization of the republics of die Western Hemisphere. Such 

action would be consideml as antagoaistic, and would justify action, diplomatic or 

othemise, in protecting what was considerrd to be a vital A&can regional interest. 

IRAN'S HISTORIW COA?MYCTION TO CENTRAL A S . :  

km's prominent historie, cultural, religious, and ethnic ties to Central Asia dates 

back to the tenth century. The successive Saffarids, Samanid, Ghaznavid, and Buyaid 

dynasties, taking advantage of the declining Arab-Abbasid dynasty, gained power in east- 

central, and northeastem Iran, and pushed north into Central Asia to the areas where 

Afghanistan and Pakistan stand today? As a result, the Centnil Asian cities of Tashkent, 

Bukbara, Samarkand, and the Afghan city of Kabul became renowneà cultural, scientific, 

and religious centres under Persian influenceag. This impact continued even as Iran was 

numerously invaded by Turkic-Mongolian tribes fiom central and northeast Asia. The Seljuk 

'Turks invasion in the eleventh century was followed by the Mongols in the thirteenth 

century, and by Tamerlane (a tribal leader from Turkestan) in the fourteenth cenhuyu0. 

During this pcxiod, the hck of a strong central authority led to the Turkic political 

domination of Iran. Ahhough Iran schieved nationhood in the sixteenth century under îhe 

Safiaid dynasty, the Turkic-Persian connection did not fade away, since the Safvaids and 

Mackcy, Sandra, The Iranians: Pmia Islam and the Sou1 of a Natiog New York, NY, US: Published By Tbc 
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their successive dynasties (17364925) were formed by tribes or individuals of TurlUc 

origid3 ' . 
Thme main factors led to a graduai d e c h  in Iran's influence in the Khanates of 

Centrai Asia. Fit, the predominance of Sunni Islam, and a shift in regional political control 

fiom Shia-Iran to Sunni-Turkic dynasties in the tenth century. Second, the transformation 

of political nile h m  Turkic to Czarkt Russia, and subsequent Ianian defeats in 1813 and 

1828 m which Iran sumndered the southem shores of the Caspian Sea to Russia. Third, the 

Bolshevik Revolution of 19 18 and the creation of the Soviet Union that cutoff Central Asia 

fiom Iran through the formation of the new boundary of Sarakhs-Khazar, in1921U2. 

Under Stalin's policy of hgmentation, what had been known as the Turkestan 

Region of Russia was divided into five artificially created Soviet Socialist Republics in 

1924~~. This initiative, dtsigned to protect the southem borders of the Soviet Union, led to 

the cultural isolation, and ethnic and religious dienation of the Turkic-Persian people of the 

regionm. Nevertheless, the breakup of the Soviet Union and the creation of the 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) on 21 December 199 1, once again changed the 
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political scene in the region. The Muslim Central Asian Republics kcame a focus of the 

world because they laid claim to some of the worlds richest oil and mtural gas deposits, and 

controlied 104 SS- 18 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMS)? Moreover, the alienating 

impact of Soviet domination led to increased nostalgia and a desire to reexamine past 

religious and cultural identities. The heightened involvement of Iran, Afghanis-, and some 

of the other Muslim Middle Eastern coumies for political and economic purposes, brought 

a new perception of threat to the stability of the region. 

The new perceived b a t  was Islamic-hdarnentalism that gradually replaced that 

of Communism, and was considered the most significant pst-Cold War challenge to 

international stability and the regional sec* of Central Asia: 

"The collapse of the Soviet Union and the 'demise' of Communism 
as a cornpethg ideology have given rise to the potential emergence 
of Islam and the Islamic world as replacements and new challenges 
facing the Western world in the pst-Cold War era. The emergence 
of independent States in Central Asia and Caucasus has led to 
significant enlargement of diis perceived threat. Geopolitically, the 
black hole of Central Asia now constitutes an expanded part of the 
new Middle East. Geoculhirally, few other regioas entail a nation- 
state border system of such potential ûanspmncy, where common 
and cross-border religious, ethnic, linguistic, and collective mernories 
could act individually or jointly as destabiluing or integrating 
fa~tors ."~ 

The source of this t h t  was considered to be generated by Iran. In 1991 even Russia 

perceived Iraa and its revolutionary brand of ideology as the main threat to the stability of 



THE IVEW CONTENDER IN CENTRAL ASU 'S PûWER GAM..: 

The collapse of the Soviet system marked the end of the colonization of Muslim 

Central Asia, and opened a new chapter in its relationship with Iran2? Although Iran's 

growing econornic-political interest in Centrai Asia has been cwntend by that of Russia and 

Turkey, it is relatively more influential and will likely play a crucial role in future 

developments in the region. Iran's historical, cultural, ethnic and nligious tics to Central 

Asia has translated into a degree of political influence, and has increased its viability as a 

commercial and diplomatic partner. Despite Turkey's cal1 for pan-Turkic unity, and its 

growing economic interest in the region, Central Asian leaders have recognized that Turkey 

merely seeks to prove its diplomatic cornpetence to the West. Gaining political influence in 

Central Asia would render Turkey a valuable political force capable of furthering Western 

interests in the region. Such an accomplishment could achialize Turkey's long desired goal 

of becoming a full member of the European Union (EU), and not just a military force within 

NATO. Turkey's involvement in the region, therefore, would be more lücely to favor the 

West instead of the Central Asian republics of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, 

Uzbekistan, and Tajikiw. 
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Russian ambitions in Central Asia, on the other hand, are a hction ofits economic 

and security interests, and might not be mutually kneficial. Russia's rehirn to a Soviet style 

government under a communist ngirne, or traditional nationdism under a right wing 

political leader such as Zhirinovslty. could lead to colonial aspirations detrimental to Centrai 

Asian republics. This could be brought on by Russia's disastrous economic and political 

conditions under President Yeltsin. Consequently Iran potentially presents the most 

attractive commercial and political partner for these republics. 

Perceiving Iran as a threat to regional stability of Central Asia, due to its proximity, 

historical ties, and it rwolutionary brand of Islam, has been a misconception of Iran's 

foreign policy interests. Iran has not been the only Islamic country in the Middle East or 

West Asia that has sought closer ties with the Muslim republics of Central Asia. Turkey, 

Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, and Pakistan have k e n  among the contenders for regional 

influence, that seek to strengthen their political and economic ties with Central ~ s i a ~ ~ .  

Nevertheless, of al1 these contenders, Russia and Iran have been the two most successfbl 

countries in Central Asia's power garne. 

As mentioned before, in the early 1990s, Russia, like the West, was concemed with 

the k a t  of Islamic Iran to the stability of Central Asia. Considering Central Asia as its 

backyani, or k~lerbei ly ' '~~,  Russia was faced with a host of military, political, "ethno- 
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sectarial" and economic challenges in these newly sovereign entities'''. Russia's perception 

of the Iranian threat, however, gradually shified as it became more concerned with NATO's 

expansion in the southern region through Turkey's influence. Also, the rising threat of 

Sunni-bdamentalism in Afghanistan, backed by a Saudi-Pakistani partnership, gained 

prominence in Russian sîrategic thinking. This was due to the Central Asian Republics' 

adherence to Sunni- Islam, along with the Afghan iavolvement in the Tajik Civil W d U .  

Russia's feu that the Central Asian Republics, along with those of Tmscaucasia, Iocated 

in the so called "arc of instability", would go under the influence of the "Islarnic 

Belt9'(stretching fiom Russia's western borders with Turkey, to its eastem borders with 

Afghanistan and china'"), was a plausible concem. Nonetheless, that perception did not 

focus as strongly on Iran, since the two countrîes moved doser together in a tactical alliance 

based on common secunty concerns and the need for economic/mili!ary co~peration~~. 

RUSSIAN-IRANIAIVRELA TIONS, AND IRAN'S RELATI MSUCCESSINCENTRAII, 

ASU: 

Despite the demise of the Soviet Union, the regional configuration of power in 

ibid., pp.56-9. 
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Central Asia is still dominated by Russia. It is Russia's interests that determine the 

panuneters for outside actors eager to play a d e  in the ernerging economies and the 

pditical systems in Cenûai Asia Even &er the crcation of the CIS, Central Asia bas 

nmained within Russia's sphere of security, and no country perceived as a thmat to Russia's 

vital interests could effectively partake in poiitical or economic developments in the region. 

The Central Asian Republics have dso acknowledged the contiming role of Russia as the 

main source of regional stability, and are unlikely to adopt policies, or engage in actions that 

would be considered detrimental to Russia's national security interests. 

Russia's change of perception about Iran has been due to several factors. First, 

Russia's has realized that the threat of Iranian-Islamic hdarnentalism, airning to export its 

brand of govenunent into central Asia, has been over-exaggerated by the Wed4? Despite 

Iran's adherence to Islamic values and the rhetorical support of Islamic revolutionary 

ideology, Russia recognized significant barriers to the export of Iranian ideology to Central 

Asia. Iran's brand of Shia-Islam diffen fiom the S u ~ i  brand upheld by al1 five Central 

Asian Republics2", and its implementation is rendered dificult, even in the ethnically 

Persian Tajikistan. Moreover, Iran's fuiancial and rnilitary support of the Islamic opposition 

groups in the Tajik Civil War, ~ince1992~", did not create a type of ptronîlient 

Parsons, Anthony, Su., Centrai Asia: The Last Dccolonizatio~ London, UK: Publishcd By The David Davies 
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nlationship threateniag to Russian interests. The 1994 tempo- cease fk in the Tajik 

codiict reached in ~ e h r a n ~ ~ ~ ,  gave Iran the diplornatic leverage it needed with Russia. 

Thereafter, Iran has been viewed by Russia as an effective negotiator or peacemaker, and 

not a destabiliziag reg ional force. 

Second, Iran's disinclination to use Islam as a political twl for gaining influence in 

Central Asia, by entering into economic cooperation agreements with other non-Muslim 

members of Russian federation like Amienia, despite the latter's conflict with the Shia 

Republic of A~erbaijan*~~, has been an element of contidence building with Russia. The 

1993 Turkmenistan-Iran-Armenia agreement for car, rail and air links via Iran, and the 

agreement for the export of Turkrnen natural gas to Armenia through an Iranian pipeline, are 

arnong the exarnples of Iranian relations with non-Muslim republics of Russian 

Federat ionuo. 

Third, Russia has found a potential ally in I d ' ,  as both countries have become 

concerned with the dveat of Sunni expansionisrn in Cenüal Asia initiated by Afghanistan, 

2 l  
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and sponsored by Saudi Arabia and pakistanm. Moreover, both c o d e s  ami to check 

Turkey's aspirations in Central Asia. Turkey's increased influence in the region would bring 

the Atlantic Alliance to the hedand of Central Asia and directly iato die bacbard of 

Russia and Iran. This is unacceptable because NATO's enlargement eastward threaten's the 

regional balance of power dominaîed by Russia. 

'NATO's expansion eastward is making Russia look acound 
hurriedly for at least some kind of strategic allies. in this situation, 
the anti-Western and anti-Amencan regime in Iran would be a n a m l  
and very important partner.'"' 

Iran shares Russia's opposition to the hegemonic presence of outside powers in Central 

Asia; a region it considers its sphere of influence or backyards4. Russia and Iran both agree 

that Turkey's domination of the development agenda in Central Asia would undermine 

regional stability and pose a challenge to their sovereignty . 
Fourth, the five newly independent republics of Central Asia have adopted a path of 

political and economic development that would lead hem to market economies and secular 

political systems, and not Islarnic fhdamentalist govemments. ûnly in Uzbekistan and 

Tajikistan, the potential for Islamic revivalism has led to concems over the hiture of the two 

republics in Moscow. However, this has not lasted as non-Islarnic or coalition govemments 

G a m v ,  Maichmut, Gen., "Thc Expansion of NATO Does not Solve, but Aggravates Sccurity Issuesn, 
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brought relative stability to these ngions. The reason behind the region's lack of interest in 

pumiing an Islamic path in governent or economic development is the systanic 

desensi~tion and secularization policies conducted by Moscow, duriag sewnty years of 

commmist regime2? Seen as a destabiliig factor by Russia, Islam has proven not to be 

a viable alternative for the region. Central Asia's dependence on the Russian military to 

ensure regional stabilityu6, and the anxiety over the loss of the Russian minority's technical 

expertisem fiom the region, due to their migration to the Russian Federation, has made the 

Islamic mode1 of development an umliable option. Furthemore, diminishing Western 

interest and investment in the region since mid 1990s. as a result of false speculations about 

the profitability of the energy sector in Central ~ s i a ~ "  has compelled the Muslim republics 

to refrain from any policy that would alienate Russian interests and investment. 

Fifh, Russia's historical attitude toward the region as its protectorate in the "near- 

abroad" is not likely to change in the firme. The importance of Russia to the Central Asian 

Republics stems fiom their political infancy, and lack of resources to obtain military-security 

independence fiom Moscow. Russia, however, has ofken been impulsive toward political 

developments within its borders and within the CIS. The reactive and harsh handling of the 
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Chechnyan Crisis in the mid 90sB9, along with its supapower demeanor portrays Russia as 

an expansionist, militanstic, and selEsenhg regional actor. Nonetheless, it is highly 

unlikely that the US would oppose Russia's hegemony in Central ~siaP60. because of 

Washington's desire ta b h g  democratization to Russia 

"Russia is now and wül always be more important than Central Asia 
to US security concerns at a time when the West's long-tenn security 
interests include integrating Russia into Western alliance as a full and 
respmsible ~artner."~~' 

Russia's fiiture ambitions in Centrai Asia maybe best described in Dostoevsky's 1881 

"What is the need of fiiture seizwe of Asia? What's our business 
there? This is necessary because Russia is not only in Europe, but 
also in Asia, because the Russian is not only a European, but also an 
Asiatic. Not only that: in our cornhg destiny, perhaps it is precisely 
Asia that represents our main way 

Russia's New-Euroasianist foreign policy could gradually distance it fiom the West and 

the US, while it would remain sensitive to the situations and policies of the neighboring 

Islamic countries, particularly Iran. Sensitivity to Iran's aspirations in Central Asia is 
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Russian Achilles heel. Maintaining a baianced relationship with Iran has becorne the most 

crucial aspect of Russia's regional plicy : 

bbAlthough Russia's priorities have s h i w  since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union away from the Middle East to the "netu-abmad", the 
Russian-Iranian nlationship has assumeci pater  importance since 
Dccember 1991. Iran's critical geopoliticd position enabies it to play 
a d e  in both Central Asia and the Trenscaucasus, as well as in the 
Peisian Gulf?2u 

Russia maintains close cooperative ties with Iran to avoid the possibility of latent Islamic- 

revolutionary sentiments in Central Asia: 

"Cooperation with Iran is more than just a question of money and 
orders for the Russia atomic industry. Today a hostile Tehm could 
cause a great deal of unpleasantness for Russia in the North Caucasus 
and in Tajikistan if it were to really set its mind to supporting the 
Muslim insurgents with weapons, money and volunteea. On the 
0th hand, a fiiendly Iran could become an important strategic ally 
in the iÙhire."265 

Iran's relative success in gaining political and economic influence among the Central 

Asian republics, has been a result of its acceptance of the dominant role of Russia in the 

region. Unlike Turkey, Iran has not engaged in potentially destabiliwig rhetoric that 

instigated cultural nostalgia. In fact, Turkey's initial attempts to create pan-Turkic 

cooperation ended abruptly, as it failed to fÛlN its fuiancial promises to the Central Asian 

Republics2". Geographically disadvantaged Turkey (sharing no borders with Central Asia), 
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sbifted its focus to Azerbaijan, and became involved in fiaanchg that countnes wat effort 

against Annenia, and fïnancing Abkhazian separatists in GeorgiaZ6'. Turkey's actions were 

seen by Central Asians and the Russians as destabiliziiig, and tamished Turkey's "big 

brothei'image. The potential use of Turkey's mode1 of development, based on capitalism 

and secularism, although plausible, lost its aîtraction as Ankara did not back its pan-Turkic 

vi~ion*~'. The comments made by Turkey's Prime Minister Turgut Ozal on 2 April1993, put 

an end to Turkey's officia1 cornmitment to Turkic-Central Asian republics: 

"Fantasies of pan-Turkism are tota!ly out of the question, especially 
in today's world. What do we have instead? These republics are al1 
separate states. They are equal and brotherly states. We can fonn a 
community with them. For example ... we can work as a p u p  at the 
United Nations, and we are together in ECO [Economic Cooperation 
Organization]. In tirne we can become a community of Turkish 
states, just like the Arabs, but we must regard al1 of them as 
independent states. Let no one even think of a big brother role.'uM 

In reality Turkey's failure to take a leading role in the development of Central Asian 

republics hinted at its own precarious economic and political sit~ation*'~. Even Ozal's 

successor Suleiman Demirel, who advocated an active role by Turkey in Central ~sia"', 
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after his election, had considered the goal of a so called '"ïurlrish Empire" as utopian2'? This 

clearly demonstrated that Turkey's leaders use Central Asia as a tool to gain popular 

support, and are largely uninterestcd in long-term direct involvement in Central Asia. 

On the other hand, Iran's decision not to exploit its ethno-cuitural, religious and 

historical ties to Central Asia as means for furthering its political objectives, has proven its 

diplornatic meturity. For example, unlike Saudi Arabia who has attempted to use Islam as 

a means of innuence by engaging non-governmental chatitable-lslamic groups, Iran has 

refiained f?om engaging such groups unless through local governmental channels. Iran's 

actions in Cenûal Asia have been reflective of its recognition of Russia's regional role, and 

a desire for maintainkg fkiendly relations with that country. Thenfore, Iran has not pursued 

radical political goals that would alienate Russia and intempt the transfer of Russia's 

military technology and hardware to Iran. Also, Iran has remained mindful of the political 

elites of the newly independent republics of Central Asia and their desire to develop their 

economies without engaging in power-politics that would antagonia Russia. 

Having realized the limitation of Turkey's promises, declinhg US and Western 

economic interest in the region, and the lack of political and social appeal of the other 

contenders for influence in the region (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and China), the 

political elites in Central Asia have sought to rebuild their ties with Iran. Iran's proximity 

and geographic advantage over Turkey, Pakistan, or Saudi Arabia has made Iran the 

preferred route for the transportation of the region's raw material through its tenitory and 



via the Penian Gulf. Having Iran as an altemative transport route has given Central Asian 

republics the diplomatic leverage they needed to offset Moscow's pressun to monopolize 

the export routes for Central Asian gas and oil exports. Russia, although interested in 

bene-g fiom the transport of Central Asian raw materials through its territory, has not 

been able to compte with Iran's ability to provide the shortest and the most economical 

route. In addition, Russia has been supporthg arrangements between Iran and Central Asian 

republics, because it has been convinced that Iran's prosperity is essential for maintainhg 

Russia's lucrative military, technical, and technological exports to that country. 

Iran's preference by Russia, over the other Western supported contenders (EMcistan 

and Turkey), has stemmed from its cornmitment to regional economic development in 

Central Asia. Iran's initiative in fonning the Caspian Cooperation Council, and encouraging 

the membership of the Transcaucasian and the Central Asian republics in the Economic 

Cooperation Organization (ECO)273, are arnong the reasons for Russian-Central Asian 

acceptance of Iran's role *'? 

The success enjoyed by Iran in Central Asia has been also due to the lack of other 

appealhg alternatives among the cornpetitors like Afghanistan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, or 

even China. For exarnple, Pakistan's lack of a directsvcrland connection to the region, and 

adequate fuwicial resources to invest h Central Asia has made it an unsuccessful 
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cornpetitor for regional infiuence. Pakistan continues to press for the construction of a 

traasportation line that would go tbrough ~fghaastan~" and would deliver Central Asia's 

exports to the Pakistani port of Katachi, for worldwide distribution. However, this plan 

demands a stable political-national system in Afghanistan, that has been ami& destructive 

civil war for which the prospect of peace remains dim. Moreover, the mountainous temiin 

of Afghanistan is not easily accessed and building a transport route through it is a costly and 

tirne consuming venture. Finally, the Russian, Iranian, and Central Asian suspicions of a 

Pakistani desire to pursue an Islamic coalition against India, has been another reason for that 

countries unattractiveness as a political and economic partner. 

Furthemore, with regard to an Afghan-Pakistani route, the possible h a t  of the 

Taliban-fhdamentalist ambitions in Central Asie, and the destabilizing involvement of 

Af@an Mujahedin in the Taj ik Civil War, along with the previously mentioned geographic 

reasons, has made this route an unthinkable option2". Likewise, Saudi involvement in 

political and economic developments in Central Asia has been counter-productive. Saudi 

Arabia's interest in developing ties with Islamic comunities to promote its brand of 

Wahhabi-Smi 1slarn2" has not been welcomed by the former communist-tumed nationalist 

political elites in Central Asia 278. Moceover, the Saudis' fmancing of the Pakistani backed 
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Taliban, and their US-Western backed image has been seen as a destabilizing faor ,  due 

to its antagonizing effect on the two most influentid regionai acton, Iran and Russia2? 

China is another hopeiùl in Central Asia's power game. Nonetheless, k i n g  linked 

by land to Central Asia has not presented China as a feasible alternative route for the 

ttansportation of the region's gas and oil. China's interest in the outcome of the political- 

economic developments in the region initially resulted h m  the desire to contain the rishg 

threat of Islamic-ethnic nationalisrn it faces in the Xinjiang autonomous province. The 

formation of independent Muslim ethnic republics in Central Asia bas encowaged the 

Uighur rnajority, as well as the Kazakh and Uzbek minorities, in Xinjiang to demand 

independence, or ceunion with their ethnic kinsmen in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. Calls for 

an independent Uighuristan, bordering Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, has m e r  concerned 

China, as it potentially provokes a confrontation with Kazakhstan over the fate of the 

K a A h  minority in the region. China's determination to improve relations with Russia, and 

the desire to benefit fiom the economic development in Central Asia through cwperation 

along with the above mentioned infeasibility factor, are among the rutsons that make 

China a lesser infiuential contender in the region. 

The only remaining formidable challenge to Iran's role in the Central Asia is the U 

S. Politically, the US has opposed Iranian involvement in the region, due to its suspicions 

of Iranian aspirations. Iran's revolutionary rhetotic and its history of support for radical 



Islamic groups has led the US to perceive Iran as a destabilizing factor and detrimental to 

its interests in the region. Furthennote, since the adoption of the Dual Containment Policy 

@CP) by the Clinton Administration, the US has intensified its attempts to keep Iran 

politically and economically in isolation. The DCP has been seen by Washington as a 

prudent measure to coerce Iran to withdraw its support fiom radical Islamic movements, and 

to change its unfiiendly posture toward the West and particularly the US. Tied to the US 

political aims is the notion of the economic isolation of Iran. The US has forbidden its 

subsidiaries from engaging in joint ventures or direct dealings with I d ' .  The US claims 

that Iran's economic pcosperity would M e r  enable the Islarnic government to fulfil its 

regional and international fùndamentalist agenda. The US has also tried to discourage Russia 

fiom providing military technology to Iran, by arguing that an enhanced Iranian military 

capability would be detrimental to regional security and would eventually enable Iran to 

contest and impair Russian influence in Central Asia. 

Nevertheless, in the light of a number of developments in Iran and in regional 

strategic configuration, the US has relaxed its initial strong opposition to Iran's role in 

Central Asia. The reasons are as follows: fust, the election of the moderate President 

Khatarni in May 1997, and his peaceful ovemire, that has Led the US policy-makers to 

believe Iran's readiness to end al1 hostilities between the two nations; second, the rise of 

Sunni-hdamentalism in Afghanistan, due to the emergence of the Saudi-Paltistani backed 

Taiiban, and its hostility toward the US, manifested in the mid 90s bombing of US forces 
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compound in Dahran, Saudi Arabia, and the 1998 bombing of US embassies in i4fnca2*; 

third, the US realization of the myth of a lucrative energy market of Central Asia, and die 

Caspian ~egion~*; and fourth, a desin by the US to sustain its Confidence Building 

Measures (CBM), by not offending Russia, dirough excessive involvement in Russia's 

bii~lcyard~~. 

I W ' S  FOREIGNPOLICY TO WARD CENTRALASU; THE MONROEPRIlVCIPLE 

OF POtfT1CA.L INDEPENDENCE AND INTERSTA TE COOPERA TION: 

Iran's fuhre involvement in Central Asia will potentially encompass the Monroe 

principle of regional-political independence, and regional cooperation necessary to maintain 

the peace and safety of the newly independent republics. Just as the US had a vital interest 

in promoting the regional stability of the Latin American republics of the Western 

Hemisphere, Iran perceives itself as the regional-diplomatic guarantor of peace and stability 

in Central Asia. The regional stability proposed and defended by the Monroe Doctrine is the 

central aspect of Iranian foreign policy toward the region. Iran recognizes its limited rnilitary 
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role in the region, due to predominmt Russian miliimy presence in Central ~sia*? Iran has 

limited itself to promotion of regional stability through fnendlydiplomatic and economic 

involvement in Central ~ s i a ' ~ .  Iran, however, wiil Iikely reaiain mindfbl of possible 

political sh ih  in Moscow that could lead to an expansionist Russian foreign potic JI7. In 

that case Iran mght seek to use its ideologicai influence on Islamic revivalists in the 

region2*, tbat would lead to instability not only in Cenûal Asia, but aiso in the Musli. 

regions of the Russian federation. 

Iran has proven a key player in the political-economic developments in Central Asia. 

For the most part, Iran, not least of al1 for its own domestic interests, will likely continue its 

economic cooperation with the Cenüal Asian Republics in the friture. The two new 

agreements signed between Iran-Turkmenistan-Turkey, for export of Turkmen gas to Turkey 

via Iran (1997), and the ten-year agreement to transport Kazakhstan oil via Iranian 

facilities2fI has made Iran's foothold in Central Asia stronger. Iran, however, will not lücely 

venture into any political activity that may threaten its relationship with Russia, and yet, it 

will remain mindfùl of  any change of direction in Russian foreign policy favoring Iran's 

- - - -  - -- 
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regional rivals such as the Afw-Saudi- Pakistani coalitionm. Although Russia's 

hegemonic attitude may empower Iran's main regional enemy in the Gulf (Iraq), it is 

unlikely that Russia wodd jeopdize its cumnt workiiig arrangements with Iran for the 

Iran's attempt to corne out of its self-imposed 20 year isolation has k e n  the main 

motivator of its involvement in Central ~ s i a ~ ' ,  and may yet pmve to be valuable regional 

asset as well as for the international cornrnunity. Iran's Islamic mode1 will not be exporied 

to Central Asia, and thenfore, should not k seen as the destabilizing factor. Iran's desire 

to prosper economically and to gain political recognition intemationally has softened its 

revolutionary image and shifted its, so called, confiontational-hdamentalist agenda. 

The most serious threat to the stability of the region would most likely arise out of 

inter-ethnic conflic?=, due to the mked e b i c  composition, and as a result of deliberate 

sh ih  in the cunent boundanes of these republics. The relative political stability at the 

present can not last long?93. In the event of escalating political-economic crises, the 

inexperienced political elites of Central Asian republics, would most plausibly blame the 

presence of minorities for theù economic hardships, and the mismanagement of their 

resources. There fore, particular consideration shouid be given to the possi biiity of an 
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extended inter-ethnic conflict, similar to the Balkans (1994 Bosnia aad Croatia, and 1999 

Kosovo), between the Asian and Slavic groups. Such contlict would be extremely 

destabilizing, as it wouM lead to confkoatation betwcen Russia and a coalition of Muslim- 

Central Asian-Transcaucasian republics, with a b a t  of spillover to other Islamic enclaves 

within the Russian Federation. 

There is also a chance of inter-ethnic conflict amongst the Muslim republics 

themselves, arising fiom differences between the secular mling elites and the more 

traditional public. The end result of a conflict of this nature could be the formation of 

secular-militaristic systems of goverment shilar to that in Turkey, or the formation of 

populist-Islarnic governments. The former option is bound to fail, as it would becorne 

repressive of minorities and other political views, in an attempt to fom a homogenous 

ethno-nationalist identity. Turkey's treatment of its thirteen million Kurds, as well as other 

minorities such as Alavites, is a clear indication of its intolerance. An Islamic option, 

although majoritarian, could antagonize the US and the West, and possibly Russia. 

Nevertheless, Iran's twenty-year experience in developing an Islamic system2% in a multi- 

ethnic society may seem an attractive mode1 for pnvention of inter-ethnic violence in the 

ngion, should the latter option prevail. In that case, Islam should not be seen as a 

destabilizing fa~tor'~', but potentially as an integrating force capable of containhg inter- 

ethnic confrontation among the Muslim republics of the region. 

- - . - 
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FinaUy, Iran would iikely not foster an ambition to become a mode1 for the region's 

political-economic development, so Iong as Russia, US or other extemal powers refrain h m  

imposing a foreign politicai or economic system of development into the region. 

Nevertheless, growing socioeconomic hardships, a pst-Communist nati0118Listic attitude, 

as well as its hegemonic posture toward the CIS republics, could lead Russia to adopt an 

imperialistlexpansionist foreign policy. Russia's New-Euroasianists embracement of 

"realpolitik" could antagonize Tehran, and lead to a Monroe type defensive-political 

alignment with an extra regional power (most probably the US) in order to contain a Russian 

threat. 

Russia's historical interest in gaining access to the wann waters of the Petsian Gulf, 

would equally endanger the national security interests of Iran and the US. The resurgence 

of Russian imperial aspirations would undermine Iran's independence and temtorial 

integity, and on the same token would threaten US interest in pnserving the fm and un- 

intempted flow of the region's 0i12%. AS mentioned earlier, should such a scenario emerge, 

Iran would utilize its Islamic card in Central Asia, and use the region as a defensive buffet 

zone against Russian expansionism. 



Chapter 5 

Seei~g Iran Thmugh the Lense of the Monroe Docpi~te; 

The Myth of an Iranian Islamic-Fundamentalbt Threat 

In the previous chapters Iran's role in the Penian Gulf and in the Central Asian 

Republics of CIS was discussed. It was emphasized that Iran's foreign policy aspirations in 

both regions could be best described by cornparison to the phciples of the Monroe 

Doctrine. It was also highlighted that the shift in Iran's attitude towards the US, since the 

election of Mohammad Khatami, has started a new era in the foreign policy of Iran, and has 

provided the opportunity for Iran's reintegration into the international community. However, 

the pressure and the negative image bestowed on Iran by the international community, 

particularly the West, in order to compel that country to relinquish nearly two decades of its 

radical demeanor, has darnaged Iran's economy as well as its reputation. Various diplornatic 

and econornic sanctions imposed on Iran debilitated the country's capacity for rapid 

development, and weakened its military to the extent that it lost its historically stabilizing 

position in the Penian Gulf. The Iraqi invasion of Iran in 1980 and Kuwait in 1990 was as 

direct result of a militarily weak and politically and economically winerable Iran. The 

presence of a domestically stable and regionally domhant Iran mi@ have prevented the 

outbreak of numerous conflicts in the Gulf, as m l 1  as elscwhm in the Middle East. 

Although the nvolutionary fewor indgated in 1979 led Iran to engage in 

uncharacteristically revisionist activities in the region, the sobering experiences of eight 

years of war with Iraq, intemal political conflicts, and economic hardships due to 



international sanctions reviveà Iran's seme of self-respect and nsponsibility. Such 

experiences have been the dnving force behind Iran's ment attempts to restoce its 

reputation not as a source of an Isldc-bdamentalist b a t ,  but as a peaceful, active , and 

committed member of the international community of states. Iran's ntum to its pre- 

revolutionary style of foreign policy is a consequence of realuing its place and role in the 

regional power configuration. In that regard, Iran could reassume the role of regional 

protector with a tacit reliance on the presence of an exûa-regional power who would 

guarantee the regionai balance of power. In so dohg, Iran's foreign policy toward the Gulf 

and Central Asia would reflect the three principles of the Monroe Doctrine: anti-colonialism, 

non-involvement in extra-regional conflicts, and opposition to the imposition of extra- 

regional political systems in Central Asia, or the Gulf. 

Since the 1979 Revolution, Iran has been portrayed as a k a t  to the stability and the 

security of the Persian Gulf. the Middle East, and as early as 1991, the Muslim republics of 

the CIS. The image of a "rogue" state has been so over-exaggerated as to force the Western 

public, particularly in the US, to believe that Ian is systematically planning to annihilate 

Western Civilkation as a part of an international Islamic fiindamentalist agenda. However, 

l m  is no mon dangerous today in the pursuit of its regional and international foreign policy 

objectives, than it was under the Shah. This ~ ~ e n t  will be supported by fmt identifjing 

the source and the perception of the regional and international threat posed by Iran, and 

second, by arguing that Iran is in search regionai economic and military dominance similar 

to the US in the Amcricas as reflected in the p~c ip l e s  of the Monroe Doctrine. Iran's 

military buildup wili m i n  a national defence priority, and should not pose a systematic 



b a t  to the regional stabüity and sec* of the Persian Gulf. Central Asia, or the West. 

Moreover, Iran is unlikely to return to its radicalism of the e d y  1980s, provided that its 

transition fiom isolation to international participation is recognized and assisted. 

THE PRESUmD I . S E C U '  THREAT: 

Despite Iran's active involvement in the Penian Gulf. and the CIS, it has not 

espoused expansionist territorial or political ambitions within these regions. Many Western 

Countries, particularly the US, as well as a number of Middle Eastern cowtries like Israel, 

Egypt, Turkey, and Jordan, have expressed concems over Iran's potential threat to their 

security. These threats are the military and financial sponsoring of terrorist activities, 

opposition to Arab-Israeli peace process, the acquisition and development of weapons of 

mass destruction (WMD), and ideological backing of Islarnic-hdamentalist groups aiming 

to wage war on the West and Western-backed Middle Eastern govemments. Iran's 

revolutionary expressions, neveitheless, are menly for domestic political consumption and 

a means for diverting popular attention fiorn domestic political and economic problems that 

particularly challenge Middle Eastern governments. To M e r  illustate the latîer argument 

the validity of each of the above concerns will be exarnined in detail. 

Takiig the US diplornatic staff hostage in Tehran (1979) became a tuming point in 

the foreign policy of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The mprecedented nature and the 

boldmss of this action, exacerbated by the failure of the US military-rescue operation and 

coupled with Iran's dire need to =ive military equipment to defend itself against Iraq, led 

Iran to embark on a new political venture. lran vennmd to provide financiai and military 
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sponsorship for the so cded terrorist groups like Hizbuliah and AMAL, and to assist than 

in their fight agaht  extemal and intemal aggression during Lebanons civil war. The 

rationale for Iran's action was twofold: to protcct the Lebanese Shia population to whom 

Iranian religious leaders had expresscd allegiance, and to launch hostage-taking operations 

against Westem nationals, whose release would be negotiated through Iran's assistance, in 

exchange for the badly needed USMrestem military hardware? 

Except for Lebanon, Iran's sponsoring of radical Islamic groups has remained 

indirect, inspirational, and ideological. Iran's direct and indirect involvement in support of 

such groups ended in the wake of the growing post Iran-Iraq War economic and social 

discontent. Followhg Ayatollah Khomeini's death, President Rafmjani started the 

processes of nform to end Iran's self-lnposed isolation by helping to release al1 Westem 

hostages in Lebanon. In tum, this decision signaled a shifi in Iran's revolutionary foreign 

poiicJg8. Iran's presence in Lebanon decreased after the 199 1 Gulf War, and Syria replaced 

IranZg9 as the prUnary supporter of Hizbullah and AMAL, who continues to use these groups 

in its dispute with Israel over the Golan Heights. Furthemore, accusations against Iran for 

its opposition to the Arab-Israeli peace process by allegedly sponsoring the terrorist activities 

For more idonnation on Iran's hostagcs for anns (hm-contra Si), sce Chaptcrs 2 and 3 of this thesis. Also 
sec Joyncr, Cbiistophcr C., Ed.,The Pcrsian Gulf War Lesunis for Sûatam. Law and Diaiompev, New York, 
NY, US: Published By GrecnwOdd P m ,  S 99û, pp.22,47,49,79-8O,lO3-S,ll2-I4,143,l46,23O; and Esposito, 
1995, pp. 1 14,lWSO. 
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of the Palestinian group Hamas, was largeiy instigated by the supporters of the right-wiag 

Likud Party for m1ectionm. 

The real Iranian opposition to the peace process, on the one hand, has been a 

diplomatic maneuver to prevent domestic opposition by the hard-liners who could accuse 

the moderates of betraying revolutionary ideals and abandoning the cause of Palestinian 

libeation. On the other hand, the exclusion of Iran h m  the peace process bas k e n  

perceived as an attempt to undermine Iran's diplomatic role in the Middle East. From an 

Iranian perspective, any permanent settlement of the Israeli-Palesthian conflict should 

include the full participation of al1 regional countries, that historically, theologically, and 

politically are affected by the events in a land claimed by the three dominant faiths in the 

Middle East. The importance of Israeli-Palestinian issue for Iran has been wderscored by 

the late Ayatollah Khomeini's remarks that: 

"...[T]&y, the issue of Jerusalem is the most important issue of the 
islamic ~orld".'~' 

Iran's political disagreement with the peace taks stems fiom its fear of king isolated 

regionally. As a result, Iran continues to oppose any settlement that would exclude it fiom 

participating in regional arrangements conceming lasting peace in the Middle East. 

Despite the rhetorical animosity between Iran and Israel since 1979, the two 

'Ibis information was hccived throughan interview with a confidentid source, howcver, the growing diplomatic 
cxchange ktwccn Iran and Isracl rtftcr the mlcction of the L M  Party supportcd this claim. It has been 
rcporteù tbat I m l  has rcpcatedly scnd teams of im'gation experts, and Jewish c1ergy to Iran since Likud's re- 
clcction in 1996 ("Israeli Gtoup Heads for Iran"* BBC, (Onlk), March 5,1998). 

Fuller, Graham, "The Ncxt Idcology", Fo~ism Policv, Washington, D.C., US: Pubiishcd By The Carnegie 
Endowment for International Pcacç S p a  1995, No.98, p.153. 



countries have maintaid a tacit security relationship, that bas been highligûted by the 

tninsfer of anas durtig-h-1- w e ,  the mubial t b t  of a revived Iraqi rnilitary dueat, 

and the possible n-emergence of an expansionist pan-Arab nationalism, triggered by the rise 

of Sunni-Arab hdarnentalism. Though in the recent years Israel has sought to smngthen 

its sec- by e n t e ~ g  bilateral s e c e  agreements with Turk#03, the natural-tacit dliance 

between Iraa and Israel, against die above mentioned muhial b a t s ,  has not disappemd. 

Iran's program to dcvelop weapons of mass destruction (chemical and biological 

weapons), andor to purchme nuclear technology fiom China, Russia, North Korea, or 

possibly India, has a l m e d  most counûies in the Middle East. Israel has been so far the most 

vocal regional member against the potential threat of an Iranian nuclear, biological and 

chemical arsenal. Nevertheless, despite having acquùed the missile technology capable of 

striking Israel and Saudi  rabi id"', Iran's wapons procurement progams are defensive in 

nature. Iran's military purchases are minimal compared to those of Israel , Saudi Arabia and 

Kuwait, and is a direct result of its security dilemma triggered by the increasing arsenal of 

some of its Gulf neighbors, the Taliban k a t  in Afghanistan, and the increasing Shia-Smi 

Clarke, Duncan, "Isracl's Unauthoriztd Arms Transfers",Foreig~ Pdicy, Washington, D.C., US: Published By 
The Carnegie Endowment for International Pcace, Summa 1 995, No.99, pp.!U,lO4,108. 

Blancbc, Ed. auâSEiN'brahimoglu, tale,'LThe Phntom AllianccnxJane's Def;cnce WuMy, London, UK: Publishcd 
By fane's information Group, Match 10,1999, Vol.3 1, No.10, pp.53-57. 

b h u  acquirtd delivcry capab'itics ranging up to 1200 miles, a i h a  test in SummerofW98, and is cumntly 
looking to firither i m p v c  such capabilitics. Adllg to the 1997198 The Military Balance, Iran bas ovcr 210 
Scud Band C and ovcr 200 CSS25a Furthcr reports by the British Pubkation Je ' s  WCI~CC Wceidy indicate 
îbat hm is upgdhg tbc mqc of itr mUnIe ushg the technology pmvidcd by North Korca (Ibid.; and- 

LonQn, UK: Publishcd By Oxford Univmity Ress for Tbe intemaiional Mtutc 
for Süakgk M e s ,  1997, p.126). 



conflict in Palristaa wbo has recently declared its nuclear capability. Iran has no intention 

to threaten any d o n  in the Gulf, or in the entire Middle East, becaw it is fuliy aware of 

the consequences that developing offensive capabilities would have on its security. The fact 

that if dveatened Israel would carry out a pre-emptive strike against Iran's nuclear, 

biological and chemical weapons faciiities, just as it did in 198 1 against Iraqi nuclear 

facitities in 0sirakMS, is a deterrent for Im.  Israel should recognjze that Iraqi chemicd 

attacks against 1Tanja.n forces duMg the 1980-88 War has led Iran to incnase its capabilities 

to deter any fitute attempts by a regional belligerent. 

Furthemiore, Iran's military buildup, and acquisition of such weapons, should not 

be considered as a threat by any nation in the world, particdatly by the US. Iran has 

witnessed Amencan tactical air-superiority against Iraq a number of times since 1991, and 

is aware of the possibility of a nuclear response by the US. Although the US has not 

committed itself to an explicit nuclear response against an Iranian nuclear, biological, or 

chemical attack on its neighbors or on Israel, the fact remains that its conventional and 

nuclear capabilities remain a deterrent for Iran3". Iran's defence procurement programs, as 

well as its increasing rnilitary posture in the Peaian Gulf and near its Eastern borden, are 

merely defensive, and are compiiratively insignificant to the similar programs undertaken 

Sec Amett, Eric, " h ' s  Missile Ambitions Scaled Down, Says SIRPi"l. fanc's&fence W e e a  London, UK: 
Publishcd By Jane's Information Wup, Apd 16,1997, Vo1.27, NOM, p.16; aad Blanche Ed, "Israel Objects 
to Russian Missile Mes to trann,Jbid., Mmh 12, 1997, Vol.27, N0.10, p.6 & March 19 199'1, Vo1.27, N0.11, 
p3; and Stam, Barbara, "ùan bas Vast Stockpiles of CW agents, Says CIAn, %idP August 14,1996, Vo1.26, 
No.7, p3; and &&, Sdy 31 1996, Vol.26, No. 1, pal; and Gdpaster,  Andrrw J., "Nuclcar Rolcs in rhc Post- 
Cold War World",Tht Washinnton ûuartetlv, Cambridge, MA, US: Publishcd By MiT Press, Summer 1997, 
Vol.20, N0.3, pp. 164-65. 



by its Gulf neighbors or other Middle Eastern countries includiig Turkcy, Jordan, and Israel 

who have recently signed joint rniliw cooperation a8feernents3O'. Moreover, successful 

diplornatic engagement and a Monroe Like tact cooperation for regional stability between 

the US and Iran, similar to the Shah's days, couid pnvent Iran's desire to acquire Weapons 

of Mass Destruction. 

Aside fiom an active defence posturing in the Middle East)'', and its occasional 

unfiiendly rhetoric toward Israel, the US, and other Arab Monarchies or Western-backed 

regimes in the region, Iran has neither the intention, nor the incentive to alienate or isolate 

itself once again by antagonizing the West and the regional countries. Iran's development 

of delivery systems like Scud B and C, and CSS 259, are the linchpin of Iran's defence 

policy to deter attacks against its territorial integrity. In this regard Iran continues to declare 

its reg ional policy to k one of a fiiendly-neighbor, and has based its international policy on 

cooperative and issue based alignment~'~? At the same tirne, Iran has pursued bilateral 

Sec Blanche Ed, "Third 'Kilo' Delivcrcd to Iran's Gulf Naval Basen, Jane's Ikfencc Wceldv, London, UK: 
Publishcd By Jane's Information Group, January 27, 1997, Vo1.27, No.4, p.16; and Starr, Barbara, "Global 
Military Spending is h w e s t  for 20 Ycarsw, fiid., May 22, 1996, Vo1.25, No.21,p.3; and Blanche & 
SariibrahimoluJh%, 1999,p.55-57; and "Iran to Stage Military Maneuvci'CNN. Cable News Network, h., 
http:/lcnn,worldnews.com, July 16,1997. 

Since 1991, Inin has staged a numbcr of military mcrcises in tbc Gulf region as well as in its central and 
noahetastan provinces to &monstrate its ccadincss to dcfcnd its tmitorial intcgrity and enhancc its nationai 
sccurity (Ibid.). 

Sec Lennox, Duncan and Blanche, Eâ, "Shifting Balance", Jme's Dcfencc Wekfy, London, UK: Publisbtd By 
Sane's Information Group, March 10, 1999, Vol3 1, N0.10, pp.5943; Md Jbidt) "Millitary Aid for Jordan 
Anive, January 8,1997, Voi.27, No. 1, p.14; and Bnicc, James, "Iran Warn's USA to 'Think Twicc' about an 
Attack", ibid., lmel2,1996, VoiZ, No.%, p.27; and Bnicc, "Iran to Boost AuTransport"&&, July 3,1996, 
V01.26, No. 1, p.20; and Bruce, ''hm and China in S4.5 Biilion PartnershipnI, %idV Scptcmber 1 1,1996, Vol.26, 
N0.11, p.3. 



tactical-militaty cooperation agreements with countries who &an the same perception of 

h a î ,  such as Turkey (instability in Kwdish areas of Iran, Iwq and Turkey), and Greece 

(concemed over Turkish-Israeli alliance u n d e m g  its Mediterranean and Aegean 

interests) . Armenia (threat of Turkish-Azeri alliance), and Saudi Arabia and other Gulf 

States (alarmed by the military alliance ôetwetn two militarily strong n o n - h b  Middle 

Eastern counûies namely Turkey and I~rael)~'~. 

The biggest myth, so fa, surroundhg I m '  s regional and international foreign policy 

objectives is an Itanian desire to use Islam as a political, military or ideological force to 

establish a system of East-West rivalry similar to thc Cold War era. This perception has been 

overdramatized by the West, particularly in the US, as a result of drastic changes in 

international politics following the coilapse of the Soviet Union, and the shift from a single- 

identifiable threat to unpredictable security threats. 

Iran's revolutionary-expansionist rhetoric was brought to Life in the wake of massive 

political changes in 1979, and in the face of the costly economic, political, and military 

isolation that it had suffered during eight years of war with Iraq. In reality, tadicalism was 

a means of protection and continuation of the Islamic regime, and a tool for Iran's survival 

threatened by the war. The end of Iran-Iraq war largely brought an end to Iran's 

revolutionary and anti-Western policies, althwgh it maintained its dissatisfaction with the 

US hypocrisy in supporthg democratization and political fieedorn in Iran, Lybia, Syria, and 
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Iraq on the one hand, and ~ i n g  a b h d  eye to the political repression practiced by its 

regional allies like Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt? The perception of a growing Islarnic 

k a t  was in fact due to the inability of the Muslim population widwi most Middle Eastern 

countnes to express theu views through a unified voice, in a worki drawn closer togethet by 

cooperation and communication3 12. Iran, involuntarily, had become an attractive mode1 for 

those lslamic nations who sought to improve their domestic political conditions. Iran's early 

radical outlook had only been a tactical stepping-stone to utilize the emerging force of 

plitical Shia-Islam within its population to defend its territorial integrity and political 

sovereignty against Iraqi aggression supported by regional and international forces. 

However, as the rnomentum of Islamic-fiindamentalism increased, the diffennces between 

Shia Iran and the mainly Sunni-Arab countries in the region grew wider. 

"...as a Shia state, [Iran] suffere[d] problems of historical fiction and 
poor communication with Sunni Muslim sates. Its Islamic religious 
orientation and relatively small size also limit[ed] its potential claim 
to Third World univer~alisrn"?'~ 

By the mid-1 WOs, Islamic iùndamentalism had become an object of disunity between Iran 

and other lslamic countries in the region, and lost its potential as a unique threat comparable 

to that once posed by the USSR 

"...the diffise nature of Islamic bdamentalism and the disunity 

Katabell, ahary ,  "Fundamental Misconception: Wamic FonignPolicy", Foreign Policy, Washington, D.C., 
US: Published By The Carnegie Endowment for Intcmatiooal P a f h  Wita 1996-97, N0.105, pp.77-9. 
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among such fûndamentalists suggests that a Middle East domitiated 
by ~àamentaîism would be less of a problem for the United States 
than a secular dictator with illusions of grandeur. .. Islamic 
bdamentalism should mattet no more to the non-Muslim world 
than QuCbCcois nationaikm matters to Thailand"?" 

Moreover, unequivocal support of the US to prevent another diplornatic setback sirnilar to 

the 1979 Revolution in Iran, made the prospect of a Wljversalist Islamic-fiindarnentalist 

Iran's designation as a potential k a t  to international peace and security was largely 

a myth perpetuated by the adoption of the "rogue doctrine" by the US3? In the aftennath of 

the Cold War. US military planners were in need of a new military strategy to counter the 

emerging threat of the Thud World rnilitary powers, personified by Iran, Iraq, Lybia, North 

Korea, and Syria, known as the "rogue galle~y''~~'. However, the changes in Iranian outlook 

since the election of Khatami in 1997, and its rapprochement with the US and the West, has 

rendered the "rogue doctrine" ineffective, at least in case of Iran. Moreover, the 

lbid., pp.87-8, also for more Uiforrnation on the nature and rise of political Islam sec Hirschkind, Charles, " W b  
is Politid Isfamr", Middle Etrst Rmp, Washington D.C., US: Published By 'Zhc Middle East Rcscarch and 
Information Pmject, Inc., Octobcr-Deccmbcr, 1997, No.205, Vol. 27, No.4, pp.12-14; and Arkin, William M., 
"hm and the V i i  Rcality of US War Gamcsn8 Ridg Novcmkr-Deccmbcr, 1995, No197, Vo.25, No.6, 
pp.10-13. 

Mayaes, William C., "Releamhg Intmcntion", F o m b  Policy, Washington, D.C., US; Publisbed By The 
Carnegie Endomncnt for International Pcace, Spring 1995, Na.98, p.105. 

Klare, Michael, "Rise and Fall of the 'Rogue Doctrine': the Pentagon's Qucst for a Post-Cold War Miiitary 
Stratcgy", Middle East Rm@, Washllrgton, D.C., US: RiblishedBy The Middle East Rcscamh and Wonnation 
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ineffectiveness ofthis policy was M e r  highlighted as Western-European govemments 

declined to support US policy in the region3". The image of a rogue Iran is no longer an 

accurate chatacterization of its ambitions or foreign policy objectives. Iran by no means 

poses a regional-international threat of die magnitude posed by Iraq3I9, and will not likely 

constitute the Long-tem threat as once anticipated by Amaican policymake#? 

Iran's maintenance of a large, mainly conscript, amed force has historicaily k e n  

an instrument of ensuring intemal stability, as well as a measure of defence against regional 

threats. Countries like Iraq, Turkey, Pakisbn, Afghanistan, and Russia, who maintain 

relatively large armed forces (regular and irregular), continue to pose a k a t  to Iran's 

territorial integrity, as they have in the past. Added to this equation is the threat posed by 

ethnic and political opposition groups such as the m e d  Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran, 

the armed Komoleh Communist-Kutdish Party, the military fotce of the Islamic-Mdst 

Iranian Mujahedid2' stationed inside Iraq, and a variety of other radical amed groups. Since 

its formation undet a unified central command by the Reza Shah, the Iranian armed forces 

[ground forces, Air force, Navy, Gendarmerie, and the p s t  1979 Revolutionary Guard 
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Corps, and the BaUj @opular mobilized force)] have confionted a number of separatist and 

subversive amed conflicts around the country, as well as the Iraqi invasion in 1980. 

Codicts in Kurdistan (1 979-1 989), Khusistan (1 979-80), Baluchistan (1 %Os), Western 

Azerbijan (1 98Os), Mazenderan; Gonbad and Am01 (1980s), and in Mehran against the Iraqi- 

based Mujahedin (1987-88), are examples underlinhg the importance of maintainhg well 

trained, well equipped m e d  forces to the territorial and political integrity and sovereignty 

of 1ran3? 

PROSPECT OF IRAN'S ROLE IN REGIONAL STABILITY: 

In the absence of an Iranian Islamic-fundamentalist threat to regional and 

international peace and security, it can be argued that Iran is once again ready to take on a 

regionai leadership role. Iran has show a desire for pursuing an influential, if not dominant, 

role in the Persian Gulf. and in the Central Asian Muslim-republics of the CH. Iran's 

explicit interest in developing regional cooperation, as mentioned in earlier chapters, could 

be accomplished by engaging in Confidence and Security Building Measures (CSBMs) such 

as crisis management, increased aansparency, multilateral cooperation for non-proliferation, 

conventional forces ~eduction~~,  and through its cornmitment to peace and ecmomic 

Sce Zabih, S e p e h t , q  New York, NY, US: Pubiisheâ By Routledge, 
1988, Chaptcrs: lJ,6,8,& 9; also Amirsadeghi, Hossein, Ed., The Securitvoflk Pcrsian Guig New York, NY, 
US: Published By St. Martin's Pms, 1981, Chaptcts: 4 & 6; and Mackcy, 1996, p.13 1. 

Ganguly, Sumit ad Gtccnwood, Tc4 Eds., Mcndinn Fmces: Confidence and Sccuritv-Buildinn Mcasums iq 
South Asia, Delhi, India: Pubtished By Oxford University Rcss, 1997, pp.S2-3,54,%,106. 



democratization and development in the Gulfand in Central ~siaf". Iran has increasingiy 

demonstrated its readiness to reassume a regional, non-ideological, politico-economic 

leadership role. Iran's suitability for such a role derives from its theoretical characteristics 

as a regional "leadershipstate", best described by Graham Fuller: 

"a theoretical profile of a potential leadership-state ... would very well 
combine depth of historical civilization, a sense of national 
superiority of its culture, some continuity in a meaningfid role in 
history, plausible claim to regional leadership, ... experience in the 
adoption of an anti-status quo ideology in the past, and a particular 
sense of frustration in not having been able to fblfill its cultural- 
historical mission, because of Western col~nialisrn"?~ 

Iran, however, is unlikely to challenge the USiWestern p e n c e  in the region militarily, nor 

will it be a kea t  to its neighbors or Israel. The fear of Iran's ballistic missile threat should 

not be exaggerated as Israel, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Syria al1 poses long-range missile 

~apabilities~'~. Iran will most Iikely use its leadership to develop an economic and 

diplornatic regional bloc, perhaps shilar to the funire Euopean Union. In that regard Iran, 

in concert with other regional actors, will seek to gain Ieverage in bargainhg with the West, 

and become an infîuential counterweight in international  institution^^^", comparable to the 

early 1970s OPEC. Iran, however, aware of the declinhg role of the OPEC and the persistent 
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drop in oil prices, is unlikely to use that institution as the central element of its regional 

cooperation agenda3? Rather, it wiU engage in creating new institutions for which the 

regional members of the Conference of Islamic Countries would act as the focal 

components. 

Being the last remaining superpower, the US has to realize that facing the challenges 

of the new world necessitates the involvement of regional powers such as Iran. In the words 

of Samuel Huntington: 

"Contemporary international politics, is an strange hybrid, a uni- 
multipolar system with one super power and several regional powers. 
The settlement of key international issues requires action by the 
single superpower but always with some combination of other major 
~tates"?~~ 

Iran is the only actor in South West Asia with such characteristics for leadership. It has the 

political will, a regionally strong economic and military capability, and a vested interest to 

take up the role of the regional power. Although US and Iran have similar hterests in the 

region, the continuing American military presence in the Gulf. and its attempts to use Turkey 

as a countemeight to Iran in Central Asia, constitute a serious challenge to Irsn's role in the 

region. Such a challenge would not have been appreciated, even if lan had remained a US- 
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fiiendly monarchy? The underlyiag precondition to a successful US policy in the region 

is the acceptance of Iras's crucial s t a b i h g  role in both the Persian Gulf and the Centrai 

Asia. As Henry Kissinger said, in a speech in Montml in September 1998: "no one can 

accuse Richard Nixon of excessive senthentality. The US fmly believed that Iran could 

be a factor for stability in the ~egion"?~' 

The essence of this vision should remain the linchpin of American foreign poiicy, 

and the bais for reconsûucting its relations with Iran. Any attempts by the US or the West 

to replace Iran with another regional actor most likely Turkey in Central Asia or Saudi 

Arabia in the Gulf is a short-tem solution destined to fail, not least of al1 due to Turkey's 

turbulent socio-political conditions, and its self-constnicted image and desire to be European 

rather than Middle Eastern, or as a result of Saudi Arabia's uncertain political fuhue. 

Moreover, constructive diplornatic engagement with Iran would potentially act as a 

guarantee to regional US allies that theu security will not be threatened by Iran. Rather, as 

in the Shah's days, a politically, economically, and militari& strong Iran would be an 

element of regional stability not turmoil. It was Iran's decline in power after the 1979 

Revolution that led to two major wan in the Gulf', and the invasion of Afghanistan by the 
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IRAIV'S MONROE DOCTR1;NE: 

Iran is the most populous regional country, and sham the larges land and sea 

bordea with the countries ofcentral Asia and the Persian Gulf Coupled with elements such 

as poitical continuity, maritime access, relative size, a unique national culture, a relatively 

diversified industrial base, and a lesser dependence on oil revenues (compare to othei Gulf 

states), Iran is a n a m l  candidate for leadership in al1 aspects of regional de~eloprnents'~~. 

Iran's ability to overcome interna1 political and economic challenges, however, is the key 

to Iran's successful role as an influential regional power. It is in the area of domestic 

political and economic issues, that a fkiendly gesture by the US and the West would assist 

Iran's transition hto a tesponsibk and effective regional component of a rnultipolar 

international system. The UsNestem assistance of Iran could provide the extra-regional 

involvement expressed by the Monroe Doctrine that would enhance the flourishing of 

regional independence and political maturation. The present amiable political circumstances 

in Iran, due to President Khatarni's e l e ~ t i o d ~ ~ ,  has set in motion a progressive momentum 

that is unlikely to be stopped in the fiiture. Iran's resolve to improve its domestic economic 

conditions is strong, and socioeconomic development should survive even the election of 

Sick, Guy, T h e  Cornhg Crisis in the Petsian G u l f ' g y  Cambridge, MA, US: 
Publishcd By MIT Press, S p ~ g  1998, Vo1.21, No.2, pp.203-5. 

Sce Ka&, Mark N., "The Khatcmi Factoc How Much Does it M W ,  The National inter@, Washington, 
D.C., US: Publishcd By National Anairs, hc., S p ~ g  1999, No.51, pp.8E90, and Bakbash, Shaul, "Iran's 
Unlikcly Rtsidcnt", The New York R d e w ,  US: Novnnba 5,1998, pp.5 1 ; and Roy, Oliva, Tensions in Iiaa. 
The Future of the Islamic Rcwihtion", Middlc Rem& Washington, D.C., US: Pubiishcd By MERP, 
Summa 1998, No.207, VoI.28, No.2, pp.38-41; and Ramazani, R k, "Ihc ShiAing Prcmisc of Iran's Foreign 
Poiïcy: Towards A Dcmocratic Peax?", Tht Middle East JOWI& US: Publishcd By Mid& East Instittute, 
Spriag 1998, Vo1.52, No.2, pp.17 7-87. 



coaservatives in the next presidentiai elections. The election of conservative elements, 

however, could b ~ g  about a Chinese style reform, characterkd by political repmsion 

whiie maintainhg economic modemization. Increasing attacks by the conservative elements 

agaiast the h i a n  government's relative kedom of press and open inteiîectual discourse 

Regardless of friture possibilities, under the cumnt moderate adminisbation a 

diplornatic and peaceful settlement of regional grievances and disputes can be possible. 

Therefore, it is in the best interest of al1 parties, regional and extra-regional not alienate the 

most significant political, economic, and military component of regional stability, namely 

Iran. The US, in particular, should support curent political developments in Iran. Just as 

Britain ended its presence in the Western Hemisphere, and in the Gulf, the US could 

eventually leave the Gulf. It is only reasonable to share the burden of international security 

with those regional powers who have the will and the capacity for leadership, and share 

sirnilar interests with the US"'. nirough cooperation and mutual respect, Iran and the US 

could pave the foundation for lasting stability in the Persian Gulf, and Central Asia. The US 

should recognize, however, that Iran will take on the leading regional role not as an 

American proxy, as the Shah was mongfùlly accused of do& but as an independent actor 

equal in discourse and in action. 

Wright, Robin, "Iran's Gmmt Politicai Challenge: Abdol K a h  Soroush" World Policv Jownrd, New York, 
NY, US: Published By The World Folicy Mtut, Summcr 1997, Vol. XTV, No.2, pp.67-74. 
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The US and Iran can rcbuild the shattered confidence cawd by nearly 2lyears of 

mistrust and animosity by remainïng focused on r~pprochemenP~~, as a alid course of 

action, provided that the two countries do not make colossal stategic mistakes. Iran should 

not allow the cumnt progressive agenda to be hijacked by the hardliners, and should 

continue on its path toward liberalization of its economy and its foreign policy. Moreover, 

Iran should continue its attempts to reintegrate itself into the regional and international 

community of states, and avoid any temptations to regress into revolutionary diplomatic or 

rnilitary configuration in the Persian Gulf or in Central Asia. Inin must maintain open and 

direct dialogue with the West and the US, in case of fiiture regional-internatid crises, and 

preseive its neutrality in possible confrontations between Russia and the US, by avoiding 

shategic re-alignment with either supepwer. Iran should not venture into political and 

military actions that would alter the geopolitical balance in the Persian Gulf. or in Central 

Asia. In so doing Iran should strive to maintain the regional status quo by regaining its 

traditional role as the regional protector, particularly in the Gulf, In so doing, Iran would 

have tacitly invoked the Monroe principle of self-preservation and the right to self-defence, 

justified by the 1904 Roosevelt Corollary, by strengthening its military capability and naval 

presence in the Gulf, and extending its protection to those vulnerable regional actors in need 

of assistance. 

On the other hand, the US, should proceed with its policy of engagement, and avoid 

tendencies to mort to forcefil diplomatic or military conEiontation with Iran. By continuing 
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bridge-building between the two nations, the US could rapidly and conclusively achieve its 

regionai objectives fat sooner than it has hoped to achieve through diplornatic and economic 

coercion. In that regard, the US could start by ü h g  its economic and enter h o  

muhially beneficial economic ventures with Im. Also, the US could coaperate with Iran 

in dealhg with regional security concenis such as Iraq, hg-traficking, the Taliban threat, 

Pakistani nuclear proiiferatm, and mutual security concems in the Muslim Central Asian 

republics3". Moreover, the US should stop its denunciation of Iran as a supporter of 

international terrorism and a rogue state3? The US should avoid recognition of armed 

Iranian opposition groups such as the Iraqi based and fmanced People's Mujahedin, or other 

subversive political groups. Legitimation of such groups as political alternatives to the 

c m n t  Iranian govemment by the US would be deüimental to political developments in 

Iran. The US should acknowledge that any change within the political system of Iran should 

be decided by the consent of the majority of Iranians and birough peaceful means. The US 

should neither legitirnh, atm, nor finance such groups for two reasons: b a t  of intemal 

instability in Iran that could undennine its territorial integrity, and threat of a retum by the 

For more information on the cffcctivcness and failure of US economic sanctions against Iran, sec Hufbauer, 
Gary Clyde and Schott, Jcffiey J,, "Economic Sanctions and US. Foreign Policy", Politid Science OumterIy, 
US: Publishcd By The American Political Science Association, Fall 1985, Vol. xviii, No.4, pp.727-35; and 
Amuztgar, f ahangir, "Adjusting to Sanctions", Foreim Aff* MayfJunc 1997, Vo1.76, N0.3, pp3 14 1. 
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Novembcr, 11,1998; and Lippman, Thomas W.,"ü.S. Rcmoves Iran h m  its Dnig List", Washinnton Pofl 
(odine), www~washingtonpost.com, Deccmbcr, 13, 1998. 
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Islamic government to hdamentalist, repressive, and undemocratic nale in order to stay in 

power. 

The US should not succumb to the pressuns of the Arab lobby in changing the name 

of the Penian Guifto Arabian ~ u l p .  Such an alteration would be seen as a hostile action 

and its political comotations would undermine Iranian sovereignty and regional influence. 

Furthemore, the US should not conceive its politicd-culftiral ciifferences widi Iran as a 

source of conflict, and not perceive such contrasts as causes for a clash baween Iranian and 

Arnerican Civilizations. The US should not subscribe to the parochial vision of Huntington's 

"The Clash of Civilizations" theor?'. In addition, the US should avoid the imposition of 

Westem-generalized notions as to what democracy and democratization should mean to 

IranM2. Lastly, the US should allow the humiliation of 1979 Hostage Crisis to be forgotten, 

as Iranians have tried to put behind the anguish caused by years of Arnerican economic 

sanctions, the loss of their national dignity as a nsult of USlWestem Propaganda, and the 

loss of half a million Iranian lives during the war with the UsWestern supported Iraq, as 

well as the memory of the 290 Iranians killed when an Iranian Airliner was shot down by the 

USS Vincennes, in 1988''~. 
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in conclusion, it shouid be strongly reasserted that Iran's national desthy demanch 

the survival of a politically, economically, aml militarily stmng state, capable of active 

regioml and intemational pmence. The US/Westem perception of Iran as a h a t  has been 

a product of two decades of mistrust and demonization of a regime nluctruit to abide by 

long-established international noms. That image, however, is akady out of date, and the 

US hesitation in engaghg Iran at a higher level must change as well. The lack of a 

productive and concise US response to Iran's invitation for reconciliation, will force Iran to 

look elsewhere for fiiends, most probably among US European allies or Japan. The US can 

not afford to stand still, while Europe (Gennany and France in particular) or Japan become 

a dominant extemal political and commercial force in the region. 

Every aspect of Iranian foreign policy since 1968 to present, has pointed to a national 

desire for greatness, prosperity, and regional and international recognition. The unique 

Iranian patiotism with its militaristic loyalty CO the land, resembles that of the Americans, 

and is reinforced by a histoiy of war against extemal and intemal hostile forces, who aimed 

to destroy its nationhwd. Nonetheless, thughout its modern history, Iran has not 

committed military aggression against any of its neighbors, and has demonstrated 

responsibility and national preeminence, by allocating mources to assist the economic 

hardships and humanitarian disasters that have overshadowed the Middle East, West Asia 

and even the Balkans. Accommodating more than two million displaced persons h m  

Afghanistan, thousands of Iraqi Shia and Kurdish refugees, and hundreds of Azerbaijaai and 

Bosnian refbgees are examples of Iranian sensitivity to human plight, and its n a d  

leadership a f f i î y  only matched by that of the US. LiLe the US, after the adoption of the 



Monroe Doctrine, Iran's goal of regional hegemony has ban branded as a pretext for 

territorial expansion, maximization of self-interest, and meddling in the interna1 a f i h  of 

those corntries within its sphere of influence. Nevertheless, Iran's military advisors and 

trwps, its hanciai assistance, and the vety spirit of its hegemony has been invoked many 

times, by the same countries accusing it of irnperialism. 

Iran's development and implementation of a moderate foreign policy unmistakably 

reflects a tacit and constant adherence to the vision and the principles of the Monroe 

Doctrine. In that regard, the Monroe Doctrine embodies a blue p ~ t  for Iran's regionai and 

international policy aspirations, and also enables the Western observers, particularly in the 

US, to make sense of Iran's fiture fonign policy direction. The Monroe Doctrine, may have 

becorne a silent law of American foreign policy in the post-Cold War years, but its principles 

remain valid and compatible to the foreign policy of a regional power Iike Iran, whose 

national security interests - maintainhg territorial integrity, political sovereignty, and 

national prosperity- could be best served and appreciated in the context of a Monroe Iike 

Doctrine. 
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